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Novel Architecture for Entrapment of Elastomenc Membranes in
Microfluidic Systems

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION

This thesis describes the design and characterization of a novel

microlamination architecture that enables the large scale integration of valves into

high throughput microfluidic systems via membrane entrapment. Some of the features

of this architecture include:

Spatial intensification by integration of thin elastomeric membrane

valves into stiff polymeric microchannel devices

"Numbering up" of these microfluidic capabilities by implementing

arrays of microfluidic channels and valves across multiple dimensions

. A route to high volume manufacturing in low cost materials

Increased design flexibility in material selection because of capability

to mechanically bond elastomers and other materials

This thesis has resulted from efforts to implement microscale extraction within a

microchannel dendrimer synthesis schema.

The document follows the manuscript thesis format and is comprised of four

main sections:

1. Chapter 1. General Introduction: This section covers background

information on microfluidics and applications to establish the relevance of

this research, and a review of the literature that establishes the uniqueness

of this research.

2. Chapter 2. Journal Article: This section concisely covers the thesis research

topic in its entirety in a format ready for publication including experimental

methods and setup, results and discussion, and conclusions on the validity

of the results.
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3. Chapter 3. General Conclusions: This section presents expanded

conclusions to include further recommended research.

4. Appendices: This section contains detailed experimental protocols,

fabrication process parameters, process development notes, and details of

experimental analysis.

Background

Miniaturization has begun to transform the world of fluidics as it transformed

the world of electronics. As device dimensions are reduced to the micrometer scale,

surface area to volume ratios increase and the device operation becomes highly

sensitive effects like heat and mass transfer. On the micrometer scale, reactions,

separations, phase changes and mixing of fluids can be realized much faster and be

more tightly controlled.

An emerging application for microfluidic technology is the synthesis of

nanoscale particles and macromolecules such as dendnmers. The term dendnmer

comes from "dendritic polymer" emphasizing the fact that they are polymer molecules

but that instead of taking the random form of linear or networked polymers,

dendrimers are crafted take on a highly branched, symmetric nature. Dendnmers tend

to be spherical in overall shape having a core molecular structure and branched layers,

or generations, extending out from that core (Figure 1.1).

".

01 02 0:3 04
www.dnanotech.com

Figure 1.1 Dendnmer Generations.
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These molecules have a multitude of potential applications including

environmental remediation (Zhao et al, 2004) and customized drug delivery (Gillies &

Frechet, 2002). The issue with dendrimers is that they are very expensive to

synthesize at approximately $15,000 per pound for fourth generation polyamidoamine

(PAMAM) dendrimers (Fried, 2001).

The steps to synthesize these molecules include iterative cycles of mixing,

reaction and separation for each generation. As an example, a fourth generation

PAMAM dendrimer molecule can require 248 parallel and/or sequential reaction steps

during synthesis. Each step can yield more than one outcome, with only one of the

outcomes being preferred. Wrongly reacted molecules must be separated from good

molecules after each reaction. The fact that one molecule requires many precise

sequential reactions leads to the fact that high generation dendnmer yields are

typically quite low. Even at a reaction yield of 99%, a fourth generation PAMAM

molecule would have overall yields of less than 10% (i.e. 0.99248). In addition to yield

problems, current macro-scale, batch production methods (involving large mixers) for

these molecules suffer from long cycle times with a the cycle time of a single

generation being as long as 96 hours and tenth generation dendnmer cycle times

measured in weeks (Frechet and Tomalia, 2001). These mixing and separation

processes could be greatly enhanced by performing them on the microscale to reduce

the reaction time and improve yields. Recent work at Oregon State University has

demonstrated production of PAMAM dendnmers in microchannels with reaction

times reduced by several orders of magnitude (Liu, 2005)

The key requirement of a microlamination architecture for producing

dendrimer microreactors is the ability to integrate many parallel and sequential

reaction and separation steps within a single monolithic microfluidic format. Precise

injection and extraction of both good and bad molecules must be managed with the

use of microvalves requiring the ability to integrate valves at high density. Several

hundred parallel or sequential reaction steps are necessary to produce a functional
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dendrimer, suggesting the number of micromixers, microseparators and microvalves

needed within one device. The desire is to avoid handling of dendrimer products and

minimize delays between reaction steps to eliminate contamination, maintain process

temperature and mass transfer gradients, and further reduce production cycle times.

This will require spatial intensification to minimize low dead volumes between unit

operations. Other requirements for dendrimer synthesis with in microchannels are:

o Operating pressures at least 20 PSI
o Chemical resistance to methanol and other reagents
o Materials that provide immobilization chemistries for channel walls
o Low operating temperatures (less than 100 °C)
o Integrated flow controls for sequencing injection and extraction
o Optical detection for feedback on product extraction

An initial concept for completing microchannel dendnmer extraction was

developed as diagramed in Figure 1.2. The solid phase extraction would be

accomplished by injecting reactants from a previous mixing step into a 50 micron

square channel containing a sorbent material that the desired product would have an

affinity to and the waste products would pass by to a waste outlet. After a collection

period a reagent would be injected into the channel that would strip the dendnmer

product off the sorbent material and be shuttled into an extraction outlet for further

reaction steps or collection. Each of the injection and extraction steps would be

controlled by in channel microvavles.

Waste
Grill

Reactant Product
Injection

Packed Bed

Figure 1.2. Conceptual Diagram of Microchannel Dendrimer Extractor



There are existing microchannel architectures capable of meeting these

requirements; however, these architectures have limits on the extent of spatial

intensification, cost, and combinations of substrate materials that can be applied due to

bonding considerations. Limits on substrate materials in turn limit the design space

for reaction engineers, separations chemists and integration (electrical, optical, etc.)

engineers, it is the intent of this thesis to develop an architecture that eliminates

bonding constraints through the use of membrane entrapment by mechanical

constraint, which provides a greater level of spatial intensification while increasing the

number of materials available for microsystem development. Beyond dendrimer

production, membrane entrapment into stiff polymer has a number of potential

applications such as portable kidney dialysis and water purification.

There are two major categories of microfluidic systems that have unique

architectures: Micro Total Analysis Systems (iTAS) and Micro Energy and Chemical

Systems (MECS). j.tTAS (also known as lab-on-a-chip or bioMEMS) technology is

generally utilized for chemical and biological assaying and analysis in microchannels.

The product of tTAS is the information or knowledge extracted from executing the

particular assay. On the other hand, MECS technology is concerned with the

processing of mass and energy. Often the fluidic cross-sections of the multiple

parallel arrays of microchannels needed to meet throughput requirements in bulk fluid

processes for chemical and energy applications result in large systems compared with

iTAS devices.

Because MECS devices require larger cross-sections than 1tTAS devices,

MECS devices tend to be multi-layer, or highly "numbered up" microchannel devices

compared with many j.tTAS devices that consist of a single microchannel layer. To be

economically feasible, as the number of layers per device increase, so the cost of the

patterning and bonding technology must decrease. The general architecture for

producing economically feasible MECS devices is called microlamination.



Microlamination is the patterning and bonding of many layers, or lamina, of material

used to produce large monolithic microchannel devices.

Some of the existing architectures, their fabrication methods, level of

integration of flow controls, and applications are reviewed below. This review covers

the two major microsystem categories and is followed by a discussion of that

technology and finally after both categories are reviewed, conclusions are drawn on

how features from each of these categories can be married to enable precision

dendrimer synthesis and extraction in a novel high throughput, spatially intensified,

microlamination architecture.

Review of Microfluidic Systems

Micro Energy Chemical Systems (MECS)

MECS are used for bulk processing of fluids in arrays of parallel microfluidic

devices that are used in a continuous flow operation with flow rates typically

measured in milliliters per minute. The arrays of microchannels in MECS typically

have high aspect ratios that increase surface to volume ratios up to three or four orders

of magnitude over traditional macro scale systems.

MECS Applications

As the name implies, the main applications of MECS are chemical processing

systems and energy transformation systems. The most common application of MECS

is chemical processing, so they are also referred to as microreactors. The process

intensification enabled by the microscale environment results in higher productivity

per unit volume (Wegeng, et al, 1999).

A high throughput, "numbered up", microreactor was demonstrated by

Krummradt, et al, (1999), that improved yields on a metallo-organic synthesis process
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from 72% in a large production vessel to 95% in an array of micromixers. The

researchers used macro pumps and valves to control fluid flow through 10 parallel

micromixers in a continuous process. Yield mostly improved because of the tight

control of temperatures in the micromixers compared to the wide temperature

gradients that are present in the large batch-mixing vessel. The micromixer devices

had a surface area to volume ratio of 10,000 m2/m3 compared to 4 m2/m3 in the

production vessel. The microsystem was capable of 33 mllminute flow rate. One

problem that prevented implementation on an industrial scale was fouling of the

microchannels.

Besides mixing, microreactors have been demonstrated for enhanced chemical

separations. Martin, et al, (1999) fabricated a solvent separator for preferential solute

species extraction from a fluid waste stream by microlaminating polyimide

membranes between stainless steel shim stock and bonded with an acrylic contact

adhesive.

The energy applications include heat exchangers for climate control and fuel

cells. Research is ongoing at Oregon State University on a portable heat pump for

individual human climate control that incorporates microchannel heat exchangers for

evaporation and condensation. These components are described by Drost (1999) as

having heat transfer rates that exceed conventional heat exchangers for this purpose by

factors of 3 to 6. The heat pump system is currently a combination of macroscale

control devices and microscale combustors and heat exchangers.

For another high throughput energy application, Tonkovich, et al, (1999)

demonstrated a compact fuel vaporizer that was fabricated in stainless steel using the

microlamination method, which was capable of a 300 ml/min flow rate.



MECS Architecture, Materials and Fabrication

The primary architecture for MECS is microlaminated arrays of parallel

microchannels. Microlamination uses thin sheets of material, or laminae, with two-

dimensional features that are stacked and laminated together to form complex three-

dimensional packages of integrated microdevices (Paul and Terhaar, 2000).

Paul and Peterson (1999) break the microlamination fabrication process down

into three steps:

Patterning: etching, laser machining, or other methods for shaping the
microfeatures into thin sheets of material.

2. Registration: stacking the sheets of material and aligning the formed
features

3. Bonding: diffusion, adhesive, etc. bonding of the laminae together to
form a sealed monolithic package

MECS are fabricated using traditional engineering materials. Martin et al. (1999) used

copper and stainless steel shim stocks that were 25 to 250 microns thick. For systems

requiring high temperatures work has been done to demonstrate the microlamination

architecture using 250 micron thick green ceramic tape thermally bonded (Matson, et

al, 1999). For low temperature applications polymer films have been laminated

together and bonded using pressure sensitive adhesive (Wangwatcharakul, 2001). The

valves packaged by this method were operated at up to 42 PSI.

MECS Integrated Control Devices

There has been minimal research into integrating flow controls into MECS.

Since they are high flow rate systems, macro valves and pumps are connected with the



microreactor resulting in a hybrid micro and macro system, or mesoscale system.

The characteristics of the flow control devices for MECS that have been reported are

summarized in Table 1.1, below.

Valves developed for MECS include a passive floating ball valve integrated

into a polymer microlaminated architecture developed by Wangwatcharakul (2001).

Paul and Terhaar (2000) compared two passive valve designs; flapper and sliding disk

designs that were integrated into a stainless steel microlaminated architecture bonded

by projection welding. An active system was reported by Fu et al (2003) that

integrated magnetically driven iron ball valves into microlaminated layers of hot

embossed polysulfone bonded with adhesive film.

Of the MECS valve designs reviewed the one that allowed for the highest

integration density was Wangwatcharakul's (2001) passive ball valve at approximately

671 valves per cubic centimeter, assuming they could be integrated half as dense as

the valve volume. This device was packaged in Melinex Iaminae bonded by adhesive

tape and operated up to 42 PSI.



TABLE 1.1 MECS VALVES

Max Valve Max
Single Integration Channel Max or
Valve Density Channel Density Operating
Dimension (valves X-sec Size (channels Pressure Selected

Author Architecture Valve Design (mm3) /cm3) (tm) 1mm2) (PSI) Characterizations
Microlamination,
adhesive bonding, Active Current (mA) to
hot embossed magnetically Actuate vs Inlet

Fu, et. al (2003) plastic actuated ball 720 1.39 N/A N/A 29 Pressure

142,
Microlaminated assuming
stainless steel 1/2 volume

Paul and Tehaar shim, projection Passive flapper integration
(2000) welded check valve 3.53 density 1500 dia. N/A N/A N/A

57,
Microlaminated assuming
stainless steel Passive sliding 1/2 volume

Paul and Tehaar shim, projection disk check integration
(2000) welded valve 8.84 density 1500 dia. N/A N/A N/A

Microlamination 671,
Melinex bonded assuming
by pressure Passive glass 1/2 volume

Wangwatcharakul sensitive adhesive ball check integration
(2001) tape valve 0.74 density 325 dia. N/A 42 N/A
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MECS Discussion

Overall, the area of MECS research has been successful in demonstrating that

high volume throughput for specific chemical unit operations is possible using highly

parallel microchannel devices. The fabrication techniques are usually amenable to low

cost high volume production using common engineering materials rather than silicon.

Although there has been some control valves fabricated using microlamination

architectures, little progress has been demonstrated in integrating any active

microvalves, or other micro scale control mechanisms, into these systems to increase

functionality.

MECS researchers have relied on macro scale pumps and valves to control fluid

flows in the microreactors. In many high throughput situations this is the most effective

system design, but for systems that require additional spatial intensification, such as

dendrimer synthesis or other systems that need intra-channel precision control, it

remains to be shown that microscale control can be integrated into highly parallel

ultrahigh throughput microsystems.

Micro TotalAnalysis Systems (uTAS)

iTAS are used for biological and chemical analysis in the laboratory, or clinical

setting. These systems are also called Lab on a Chip. They were developed in the early

1990's primarily to improve the performance of detection systems (Reyes et al, 2002).

The small flow rates, usually measured in microliters per minute, allow for detection of

trace molecules at very low concentrations, result in shorter analysis times and lower

reagent consumption.

The typical iTAS contains the following sequence of operations: sample

injection, separation and detection. Detection is usually accomplished by using a
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optical method that requires the chip material to be transmissive to the light used.

There has been some integration of microreactors and micromixers into the systems

mostly for preparation of the sample (Auroux et al, 2002). Usually the flow is

controlled without valves and by electrosmotic pumping, but there have been a

significant number of systems demonstrated with integrated valves that are further

described in the Controls Integration section below.

,uTAS Applications

There are many applications of this technology but the majority is biologically

oriented. Two common ones are DNA analysis and immunoassay. DNA sequencing

and separations on iTAS chips has greatly reduced the time and cost to analyze genetic

material (Paulus, Ct al., 1998)

Immunoassay is an analytical method widely used in clinical diagnoses because

of its ability to detect small molecules in very low concentrations. Sato et al., (2001)

demonstrated a microsystem on a quartz laser micromachined chip for detecting a tumor

marker for diagnosis of colon cancer, which reduced assay time from 45 hours in macro

systems to 35 minutes with equal accuracy. Separation was accomplished by solid

phase immunosorbent, an adsorbitive process where the antigen attaches to a solid

surface. The sample was injected using a syringe pump and miniature valves off the

chip with maximum flow rate of 50 jiL/min.

pTAS Architectures, Fabrication and Materials

tTAS architectures are typically a single layer of glass, silicon or polymer with

fluid channels and a cover that allows for visibility into the reactions. Often the system

only has a single fluid channel, although there has been some multi-channel systems

reported (Wego et a!, 2001). Traditionally g.tTAS fabrication has usually been
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accomplished using silicon micromachining technology developed by the electronics

industry. These processes have been applied to both Si and glass, which are often

bonded by anodic bonding.

To reduce costs and improve mass production there has been a trend toward

using polymer materials, such as polycarbonate or PMMA. Most often features are

patterned in thermoplastic polymers by hot embossing, followed by thermally bonding

two substrates by applying heat and pressure (Becker and Gartner, 2000). Paul, et al

(2003), reported on alternative methods for polymer microfabrication including laser

micromachining and CNC micromachining of polycarbonate and Milenex materials.

They also compared the use of three bonding methods for packaging a biological cell

based microfluidic sensor: ultrasonic welding, pressure sensitive adhesive, and solvent

welding. Solvent welding and ultrasonic welding showed advantages with high bond

strengths and short production times.

Duffy et al (1998) report on developing a new microfluidic architecture in poly-

dimethyl-siloxane (PDMS) elastomeric material. The devices were patterned by the

"soft lithography" method that entails casting the PDMS monomer and crosslinking

agent over a mold that is defined by photolithography and curing, followed by peeling

off of the mold. The layers were covalently bonding by activating the PDMS surface

with an 02 plasma and pressing layers together to form a monolithic PDMS device.

The operating pressure was not reported, but failure occurred in the bulk PDMS when

pulled apart, indicating that relatively high pressures could be maintained, but the

operating pressure is limited by the mechanical stability of the PDMS material.

Alternatively, Unger et al (2000) reported on pressing partially cured PDMS layers

together to create a crosslinked bonded monolithic PDMS device with integrated micro

valves and pumps tested at operating pressures up to 14.5 PSI without failure.

Effenhauser et al (1997) conformally bonded PDMS layers to glass without clamping

and reported operating pressures up to 14.5 PSI.
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Another polymer replica molding technique using thermoset polyester (TPE)

was reported by Fiorini and Chiu (2005). The TPE resin was processed much like

PDMS soft lithography, but has the advantages high modulus and resistance to non-

polar solvents such as toluene. Devices made by this process are partially cured by UV

light then pressed together and curing completed to create a monolithic device. The

ability of the UV light to penetrate multiple layers may limit the amount of numbering

up possible with the architecture.

pTAS Integrated Control Devices

One area that iTAS researchers have moved beyond MECS in is in developing

architectures that integrate sensors and control mechanisms such as valves and pumps

into microfluidic devices. The review of integrated flow controls below focuses on

valves and gives the volume of each valve reviewed as well as the potential integration

density. These values are not typically given in the articles reviewed, but have been

calculated for comparison, and when necessary, assumptions used for the calculation

are stated. A summary of the articles reviewed is in Tables 1.2 and 1.3 below.

Numerous approaches for integrating microvalves into microdevices have been

explored. Since most of the early work in .tTAS was in silicon there are several that

have been demonstrated using silicon micromachining techniques including passive one

way check valves that block flow in one direction that include cantilevers (Koch et al,

1997) and thin films membranes such as polysilicon (Bien et al, 2003).
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TABLE 1.2 Si MICROMACHINED VALVES

Max Valve Max
Single Integration Channel Max or
Valve Density Channel Density Operating
Dimension (valves X-sec Size (channels Pressure Selected

Author Architecture Valve Design (mm3) /cm3) (jim) /mm2) (PSI) Characterizations
Suspended

Si wafer and thin plate,
micromachined passive
thin film normally open

Bien, et a! (2003) polysilicon check valve 0.75 1341 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Cantilever of 333,
Si wafers etched silicon over assuming
and thermally orifice, passive 1/2 volume lOOxlOO Flow rate in

Koch, et a! fusion bonded normally open integration square forward direction
(1997) together checkvalve 1.50 density orifice N/A 0.001 vsinletpressure
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More recently there has been significant research into using elastomer films

for active valve actuation usually with pneumatic force. linger, et al. (2000)

demonstrated valves integrated into a monolithic PDMS chip using the elastomeric

properties of the PDMS. The valves were pneumatically actuated membranes over a

thicker PDMS layer containing microchannels. When the valve membrane is

pressurized, the areas over the microchannels deflect into the microchannels, shutting

off flow. This added element of control allowed Thorsen et al (2002) to develop a

multiplexing technology in a PDMS chip with 1000 individually addressable

microfluidic chambers. This chip requires a 5 mm thick PDMS top piece and a 1 mm

thick glass slide on the bottom to provide mechanical strength.

Grover, et al (2003), fabricated and tested elastomer valves and pumps

integrated into a glass microfluidic device. The valves were formed by sandwiching

254 micron thick PDMS membranes between glass that had chambers and channels

etched into it. Mechanical pressure was applied to create conformal bonding. The

valves were actuated pneumatically and when placed in sequence could be used as

diaphragm pumps. The system was operated up to 10.9 PSI.

Baechi and Dual (2002) demonstrated a high density array of

thermopneumatically actuated valves made from a 3 micron thick PDMS membrane

within a silicon microfluidic system that also had integrated heating elements and

photodiode particle sensors. At approximately 1,400 valves per cubic millimeter

possible, this is the highest integration density demonstrated in the articles reviewed.



TABLE 1.3 ELASTOMER VALVES

Max
Single Max Valve Channel Max or
Valve Integration Channel X Density Operating Selected
Dimension Density (valves sec Size (channels Pressure Characterizat

Author Architecture Valve Design (mm3) tern3) (J.Lm) 1mm2) (PSI) ions

Active Deflection
Glass/SiIPDMS thermopneumatic (.tm) vs
Wafer Stack normally open 1450, Density heating time at

Baechi and Dual adhesively PDMS limited by heat 5 x 30 constant power
(2002) bonded Membrane 0.01 cross talk rectangular 0.8 N/A (mW)

812, Assume 1
Active mm thick fluid
pneumatic chip
normally closed Density limited

PDMS replica PDMS by pneumatic
Hosokawa and molding, 02 Membrane with control channel 100 x 25, Flow rate vs
Maeda (2000) plasma bonding raised valve seat 1.23 routing rectangular N/A 10.2 valve Pressure

Active
Glass wafers pneumatic Inlet pressure
and PDMS normally closed required to
membrane PDMS initiate flow vs

Grover, et al conformal Membrane with pressure on
(2003) bonded glass valve seat 69.00 14 254 dia. N/A 10.9 valve

CNC machined Active
Plexiglas with mechanical rod
3M plastic tape actuated 47, plexiglas
membrane membrane with thickness

Yuen, et al adhesively valve seats of estimated to be 1 250 x 100 Max Pressure
(2000) bonded different designs 21.21 mm rectangular N/A N/A to open valve



TABLE 1.2 Si MICROMACHINED VALVES

Max Valve Max
Single Integration Channel Max or
Valve Density Channel Density Operating
Dimension (valves X-sec Size (channels Pressure Selected

Author Architecture Valve Design (mm3) /cm3) (tm) 1mm2) (PSI) Characterizations
Suspended

Si wafer and thin plate,
micromachined passive
thin film normally open

Bien, et al (2003) polysilicon check valve 0.75 1341 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Cantilever of 333,
Si wafers etched silicon over assuming
and thermally orifice, passive 1/2 volume lOOx 100 Flow rate in

Koch, et al fusion bonded normally open integration square forward direction
(1997) together check valve 1.50 density orifice N/A 0.001 vs inlet pressure
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pTAS Discussion

There have been several precision chemical processing capabilities developed

in the j.tTAS area of research. In addition, work has been done in this area to improve

the level of on chip control with integrated valves. Miniaturization of valves using

traditional silicon micromachining techniques is limited because of the high modulus

of the materials used. Large surface areas and forces are required to get enough

deflection to close these high modulus valves. Valve designs utilizing elastomers

benefit from the low modulus of the material, which results in high deflection with

small surface areas and low forces. This has resulted in much smaller valves and

higher integration densities.

One problem with monolithic elastomeric devices is that the low modulus

requires large bulk materials to obtain mechanical stability. This limits the pressures

that can be utilized and limits the spatial intensification of these architectures.

Devices that combine a stiff bulk material with integrated elastomer membrane valves

could result in much higher integration densities.

Conclusions from Review of Microfluidic Systems

While excellent for processing bulk amounts of fluid, MECS devices do not

yet have a significant level of valve integration. Conversely, iTAS devices have been

developed to analyze small quantities of fluid and have achieved very high levels of

control integration including active valves, pumps and optical detection devices. The

microchannel density per unit volume is low for tTAS devices, but high levels of

valve integration have been demonstrated. Efforts are needed to marry the ultrahigh

throughput, "numbered-up" architectures offered by MECS bulk fluid processing

technology with the demonstrated integrated fluidic controls offered by iTAS to

enable high throughput synthesis capable of precision fluidic control.
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Previous work in integrating elastomer valves into silicon and glass devices

shows that spatial intensification can be accomplished by combining high modulus

bulk substrates with low modulus elastomer membranes. Further research is

warranted to determine the feasibility of integrating elastomer membranes into

conventional engineering materials to reduce the cost of fabrication. The difficulty

lies in the bonding method. Previous research used surface activation to bond PDMS

to itself or to glass or silicon, but this bonding method will not work for almost other

materials. Greater design flexibility is needed to provide more options for

immobilization (surface chemistry) within microchannels, and integration of thin films

and br optics adjacent to microchannels. An architecture that could decouple the

requirements of bonding from the requirements for integration and immobilization

would be ideal. In this thesis it is hypothesized that a method of membrane

entrapment by mechanical constraint could be used to integrate a high density of

elastomenc valves within stiff polymer bulk substrates. An advantage of this

approach is that the selection of the bulk polymer material based on chemical and

physical properties is not limited by a requirement for the substrate to permanently

bond to the membrane material. This hypothesis is tested using ultrasonic welding to

mechanically entrap PDMS membrane layers between layers of polycarbonate. There

is no reported work, other than Paul et a! (2003), on ultrasonic welding as a bonding

method in microscale fabrication. Ultrasonic welding is a potentially economical

bonding method for highly "numbered up" microlaminated devices because of its

short cycle time (i.e. hundred milliseconds per layer). This microlamination

architecture demonstrates spatially intensified valve integration within microfluidic

device and "numbering up" for high throughput. The architecture also shows promise

for development and integration of new types of elastomeric pumps and two-way

actuated valves within bulk microfluidic devices.
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Abstract

A novel microlamination architecture that enables the large scale integration of valves

into low cost micro energy and chemical systems via membrane entrapment is

demonstrated. Polycarbonate layers embossed with microfluidic channels were

bonded by ultrasonic welding of raised embossed protrusions that penetrate though the

PDMS membranes. The bonding pressure compresses the membranes and forms a

conformal seal across the interface of the PDMS and polycarbonate effectively sealing

the fluidic channels up to 22 PSI fluid pressure. When deflected into the

microchannels by pneumatic pressure the membrane acts as proportional flow control

and shut off valves. The architecture gives additional design freedom in the selection

of materials since membranes can be entrapped in polymers that are incompatible for

traditional bonding methods. The combination of high modulus polycarbonate layers

with low modulus PDMS layers increases spatial intensification over monolithic

PDMS microdevices that rely on bulk for rigidity. The ability to number up the layers

for high throughput was demonstrated as well as the potential for two way valves and

pumping mechanism.
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Introduction

Miniaturization has begun to transform the world of fluidics as it transformed

the world of electronics. On the micrometer scale, reactions, separations, phase

changes and mixing of fluids can be realized much faster and be more tightly

controlled due to enhanced heat and mass transfer. An emerging application for

microfluidic technology is the synthesis of nanoscale particles and macromolecules

such as dendrimers, polymer molecules precisely crafted to take on a highly branched,

symmetric nature. Dendrimers are spherical in overall shape having a core molecular

structure and branched layers, or generations, extending out from that core (Figure

2.1).

O1 0:3

Figure 2.1 Dendrimer Generations. Source: dnanotech.com

Dendrimers have a multitude of potential applications including environmental

remediation and customized drug delivery [1, 2]. The issue with dendrimers is that

they are very expensive to synthesize at approximately $15,000 per pound for fourth

generation polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers [3].

The high cost to synthesize dendrimers using current macro-scale, batch

production, methods is due to low yields and long reaction times. The steps to

synthesize these molecules include iterative cycles of mixing, reaction and separation

for each generation. A fourth generation PAMAM dendrimer molecule can require

248 parallel andlor sequential reaction steps to synthesize. Even at a reaction yield of

99%, a fourth generation PAMAM molecule would have overall yields of less than

10% (i.e. Ø99248) A zero generation PAMAM takes 96 hours and tenth generation

synthesis time would be measured in weeks [4]. These mixing and separation
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processes could be greatly enhanced by performing them on the microscale to reduce

the reaction time and improve yields.

The key requirement of dendrimer microreactors is the ability to integrate

many parallel and sequential reaction and separation steps within a single monolithic

microfluidic format. This spatial intensification will eliminate contamination due to

handling of dendrimer products and minimize delays between reaction steps to

maintain process control. Precise injection and extraction of both good and bad

molecules must be managed with the use of microvalves requiring the ability to

integrate valves at high density. Other requirements for dendrimer synthesis within

microchannels are:

Operating pressures at least 20 PSI
Chemical resistance to methanol and other reagents
Materials that provide immobilization chemistries for channel walls
Low operating temperatures (less than 100 °C)
Integrated flow controls for sequencing injection and extraction
Optical detection for feedback on product extraction

The work presented in this article has resulted from efforts to apply these

specifications to develop an architecture for high throughput solid phase extraction

within a microchannel dendrimer synthesis schema.

One area of microfluidics that has demonstrated high throughput chemical

reactor systems is Micro Energy and Chemical Systems (MECS) technology [5, 6, 7].

The general architecture for producing economically feasible MECS devices is called

microlamination. Microlamination is the patterning, aligning and bonding of many

thin layers, or lamina, of conventional engineering materials used to produce large

monolithic microchanne! devices [8]. There has been minimal research into

integrating flow controls into MECS with only a couple of passive valves presented in

the literature [9, 10]. In many continuous flow, high throughput, unit operations the

use of macro scale pumps and valves to control fluid flows is the most effective
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system design, but for systems that require additional spatial intensification, such as

dendrimer synthesis or other systems that need intra-channel precision control, it

remains to be shown that microscale control can be integrated into highly parallel

ultrahigh throughput microsystems.

Others have integrated valves within microdevices, but these have been micro

Total Analysis Systems (jiTAS), technology that is generally utilized for chemical and

biological assaying and analysis in microchannels. The small flow rates, usually

measured in microliters per minute, allow for detection of trace molecules at very low

concentrations, result in shorter analysis times and lower reagent consumption. tTAS

architectures are typically a single layer of glass, silicon or polymer with fluid

channels and a cover that allows for visibility into the reactions. Traditionally 1iTAS

fabrication has usually been accomplished using silicon micromachining technology

developed by the electronics industry. To reduce costs and improve mass production

there has been a trend toward using polymer materials, such as polycarbonate or

PMMA. Most often features are patterned in thermoplastic polymers by hot

embossing, followed by thermally bonding two substrates by applying heat and

pressure [11]. Duffy et a! [12] report on developing a new polymer microfluidic

architecture in poly-dimethyl-siloxane (PDMS) elastomeric material. The devices

were patterned by the "soft lithography" method that entails casting the PDMS

monomer and crosslinking agent over a mold that is defined by photolithography and

curing, followed by peeling off of the mold. The layers were covalently bonding by

activating the PDMS surface with an 02 plasma and pressing layers together to form a

monolithic PDMS device. The operating pressure was not reported, but failure

occurred in the bulk PDMS when pulled apart, indicating that relatively high pressures

could be maintained, but the operating pressure is limited by the mechanical stability

of the PDMS material. Alternatively, Effenhauser et al [13] reported operating

pressures up to 14.5 PSI in a device with PDMS layers conformally bonded to glass

without clamping.
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There have been a significant number of j.tTAS chips demonstrated with

integrated valves, especially using elastomer films for active valve actuation usually

with pneumatic force. Unger, et al. [14] built up a monolithic PDMS chip by pressing

partially cured PDMS layers together to create crosslinked bonding. The valves were

pneumatically actuated membranes over a thicker PDMS layer containing

microchannels and were tested at operating pressures up to 14.5 PSI without failure.

Hosokawa and Maeda [15] used a 25 tm thick PDMS membrane over raised valve

seats in microchannels to create a spatially intensified set of three one ways valves to

create three-way valve action within an 02 plasma bonded monolithic PDMS device

that was operated up to 10.1 PSI. Thorsen et al [16] developed a multiplexing

technology in a PDMS chip with 1000 individually addressable microfluidic

chambers. This chip requires a 5 mm thick PDMS top piece and a 1 mm thick glass

slide on the bottom to provide mechanical strength. This demonstrates the problem

with monolithic elastomeric devices is that the low modulus requires large bulk

materials to obtain mechanical stability. This limits the pressures that can be utilized

and limits the spatial intensification of these architectures. Devices that combine a

stiff bulk material with integrated elastomer membrane valves could result in much

higher integration densities.

There are other architectures that have accomplished this type of membrane

entrapment within silicon and glass substrates. Grover, et al [16], fabricated and

tested PDMS valves and pumps integrated into a glass microfluidic device that was

operated up to 10.9 PSI. Mechanical pressure was applied to create conformal

bonding. Baechi and Dual [17] demonstrated a high density anay of

thermopneumatically actuated elastomer valves with a within a silicon microfluidic

system. A 3 micron thick PDMS valve membrane was spin coated onto a Si wafer,

partially cured and then pressed against a second Si wafer to create substitution

crosslink bonding. Table 2.1 summarizes some of the integration densities and valve

architectures reviewed.
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TABLE 2.1 VALVE COMPARISONS
Max Valve Max

Single Integration Channel Channel Max
Valve Density X-sec Density Pressure

Architecture! Volume (valves Size (channels Reported
Author Valve Design (mrn'3) /cmA3) (urn) /mrn"2) (PSI)

Microlaminated 142,

Paul and stainless steel shim, assuming 1/2
Tehaar [5] projection welded, volume

passive flapper integration 1500 urn
check valve 3.53 density diameter N/A N/A

Melinex! 671,
Wangwatc microlarninated by assuming 1/2
harakul pressure adhesive volume
[7] tape, passive glass integration 325 urn

ball check valve 0.74 density diameter N/A 42 PSI

812, Assume
1 mm thick

Hosokawa fluid chip
and PDMS replica Density
Maeda molding, 02 limited by
[11] plasma bonding, pneumatic

active pneumatic control
membrane with channel 100 x 25,
raised valve seat 1.23 routing rectangle N/A 10.2

Replica molding
Thorsen & PDMS, crosslink
Quake bonding, active
[12] pneumatic 9 x 100

membrane 588 rectangle 2.7 14.5

Glass wafers,

Grover et conformmally

al[l3] bonded to PDMS,
actwe pneumatJc
membrane with 254
glass valve seat 69.00 14 diameter N/A 10.9

Glass/Si/PDMS
Wafer Stack

Baechi adhesively bonded,
and Dual active 1450, Density
[14] therrnopneumatic limited by

membrane heat cross 5 x 30
deflection 0.01 talk rectangle 0.80 N/A

The existing microchannel architectures described above would be capable of

meeting the requirements for dendnmer synthesis; however, these architectures each



have limits. While excellent for processing bulk amounts of fluid, MECS devices do

not yet have a significant level of valve integration. Conversely, .tTAS devices have

been developed to analyze small quantities of fluid and have achieved very high levels

of control integration including active valves, pumps and optical detection devices.

Efforts are needed to marry the ultrahigh throughput, "numbered-up," low cost,

architectures offered by MECS bulk fluid processing technology with the

demonstrated integrated fluidic controls offered by tTAS to enable high throughput

synthesis capable of precision fluidic control.

Previous architectures were also limited by material selection due to bonding

considerations. Other architectures used surface activation to bond PDMS to itself or

to glass or silicon, but this bonding method will not work with most other materials.

Limits on substrate materials in turn limit the design space for reaction engineers,

separations chemists and integration (electrical, optical, etc.) engineers. Greater

design flexibility is needed to provide more options for immobilization (surface

chemistry) within microchannels, and integration of thin films and br optics adjacent

to microchannels.

This article describes the design, fabrication and characterization of an

architecture that eliminates bonding constraints through the use of membrane

entrapment by a mechanical constraint method that could be used to integrate a high

density of elastomeric valves within stiff polymer bulk substrates. This novel

architecture decouples the requirements of bonding from the requirements for

integration and immobilization and provides a high level of spatial intensification

while increasing the number of materials available for microsystem development. An

advantage of this approach is that the selection of the bulk polymer material based on

chemical and physical properties is not limited by a requirement for the substrate to

permanently bond to the membrane material. The architecture also shows promise for

development and integration of new types of elastomeric pumps and two-way actuated

valves within bulk microfluidic devices. The proposed architecture was implemented
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using ultrasonic welding to mechanically entrap PDMS membrane layers between

layers of polycarbonate. Ultrasonic welding is a potentially economical bonding

method for highly "numbered up" microlaminated devices because of its short cycle

time (i.e. hundred milliseconds per layer).

Methods

The methodology to demonstrate this novel architecture can be broken into

three sections; design, fabrication and designed experiments. There is some overlap of

the fabrication and designed experiments since an experiment was conducted on the

ultrasonic welding bonding method.

Design

The basic concept of the architecture is to bond together alternating layers of

stiff polymer and elastomeric membrane. The stiff polymer layers are patterned with

microfluidic channels and raised bonding sites. These bonding sites allow for bonding

with similar material because they protrude through the elastomer membrane and mate

with the next stiff polymer layer (Figure 2.2). When the stiff polymer layers are

pressed together and joined the membrane is compressed and forms a conformal seal

over the surface.

Figure 2.2. Cross Section View of STIFF POLYMER INLET LAYER
Architecture. Concept diagrammed
with 5 layers. Shaded layers
represent the entrapped membrane _________
sandwiched between stiff polymer 1 __________
layers bonded at raised sites STIFF POLYMER CHANNEL LAVE

protruding through the membrane. /BONDING PROTRUSIONS
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There are three specific layer types that are combined to form this architecture:

Channel layer stiff polymer patterned with microfluidic flow channels and
raised bonding sites.

Control layer elastomeric membrane that both seals the microchannels and
serves as valve material. The layer has pneumatic channels that when
pressurized over the channel layer deflect into the flow channel and shut off flow
(Figure 2.3) This layer also has through hole features referred to as Bonding
Protrusion Clearance Holes (BPCH). The BPCH also serve as pins for
alignment of the channel layer and control layer.

Inlet layer - stiff polymer layer for connecting the microchannels and pneumatic
lines to off device sources.

PNEIJNMA11C INLET

A critical specification for application of this architecture to dendrimer

synthesis is that it needs to maintain sealing at 20 PSI operating pressure. To

demonstrate that the architecture can be designed to meet specific operating pressures

a model was developed to determine the amount of membrane compression required

to maintain sealing. Given the elastic modulus of the membrane one can determine

the percentage compression that gives a resultant pressure. When designing a device

using this architecture one can use the thin plate deflection equation (Equation 1) from

Roark [18] to determine resulting deflection of the stiff polymer plate due to the

distributed load of the compressed membrane (Figure 2.4).
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qb4
(1)

Et3

Where:

= deflection at center
a = geometric/structural factor
q pressure across entire membrane
b = short side length or bonding site spacing
t = thickness
E = Elastic Modulus

deflection

Figure 2.4 Compression Model Diagram

The sealing pressure required is compared to the resulting deflection in the stiff

polymer, which is controlled by the maximum allowable distance between bonding

sites. There is a design trade off as the operational pressure increases the spacing of

the bonding protrusions decreases. Subsequently the number of parallel channels that

will fit between bonding protrusions decreases and the integration density of the
device is reduced.

There is also a design trade off in selection of a membrane with specific

modulus since higher modulus membranes can be compressed with minimal deflection

into the flow channels but require higher actuation energy to deflect for valve

actuation.

An experiment was needed to determine the feasibility of being able to

precisely compress the elastomer enough to seal the fluid channels against the
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operating pressure and not over compress it to the point that the elastomer deflects into

the fluid channels and degrades the flow rate performance.

A test device was designed to demonstrate the feasibility of using ultrasonic

welding as the bonding method for joining the stiff polymer layers and precisely

compressing the membrane layer (Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5. Pre and Post
Bonding. (a) shows a
cross section of the
architecture with the
three layers assembled
before bonding and (b)
shows the results of
bonding in this case
ultrasonic welding
melting the protrusions
down to bond the inlet
and channel layers and
embedding the control
layer.

(ENERGY DIRECTORS)

bUNUIN(i SI I S

The overall size of the test devices were 30 mm long x 18 mm wide and vary

in thickness depending on the number of layers. Each of the layers had the following

design features.

The channel layer (Figure 2.6.a) had 4 arrays of parallel channels extending

outward from a central inlet plenum. Each of the arrays had either 75 jim, 50 jim,

100 jim or 250 jim wide channels embossed 50 jim deep into 762 jim thick

polycarbonate (PC) film. The arrays of channels had center to center channel spacing

ranging from 100 to 250 jim. The embossed central plenum in the channel layer

aligns with the center hole in the control layer and connects the fluid channels to a

central inlet. When "numbering up" by adding additional channel layers the embossed

plenum prevents burrs in the channels openings when drilling the plastic. Raised
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embossed protrusions 229 tm high have 60 degree angled sides that form a point that

creates an energy director ideal for ultrasonic welding. The bonding protrusions are

spaced at no more than 3.9 mm apart to prevent excessive deflection in the PC layers

that would result in losing conformal seal.

The control layer (Figure 2.7.b) is a PDMS membrane with a hole in the center

for liquid to pass through to the central plenum of the channel layer. The layer

thickness was varied between 180 tm and 210 jim as an experimental variable.

Oblong slots cut through the PDMS serve as the BPCH, which were 165 jim longer

and 90 jim wider than the base of the bonding protrusions. The BPCH were designed

to contain the volume of the bonding protrusion after ultrasonic welding energy had

melted them down to the target control layer compression. There is a design tradeoff

in deciding the size of the bonding protrusions on the channel layer and the BPCH in

the control layer since additional clearance in the BPCH result in less precise

alignment, but reduces manufacturing defects because there is more space for

containing the melt of larger than nominal protrusions. The control layer had a channel

feature 400 jim wide and deep enough to result in 20 jim thick PDMS membrane at the

bottom. This channel feature was intended to serve as an integrated pneumatically

actuated valve that runs perpendicular across the top of the flow channels.

The inlet layer is a flat 762 jim thick PC film that serves as an interface for

connecting to macro scale tubing with 2 inlet holes: a 3 mm diameter liquid inlet hole

in the center and a 3 mm diameter air inlet hole offset from the center.

This design was intended to compress the control layer 13% (23 to 27 jim

depending on thickness) to create a conformal seal that would withstand a minimium

of 20 PSI channel pressure. This was based on the 1.5 MPa Youngs Modulus of

PDMS as reported by Baechi [4] and the expected deflection of the polycarbonate

based the model for thin plate deflection (Equation 1) with fixed long sides and free on

the short sides, for which Roark [5] gives an a value of .0285.



Figure 2.6. Top View of Layers. (a)
Top view of channel layer. The dark
gions are arrays of flow channels
extending from center inlet plenum.
Fifteen 100 jim wide channels extend
to the left of center and 50 jim
channels extend to the right, while
various channel sizes from 50 to 250
jim extend in the vertical directions.
Oblong features with the line in the
center represent the bonding
protrusions. The relatively large gap
between bonding protrusions running
along each side of the 100 jim
channels is space for the pneumatic
control channel that runs
perpendicular to the flow channels.
(b) Top view of all layers overlaid on
channel layer with pneumatic inlet
plenum and control channel on left
side crossing over 100 jim channels.
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(a)

(b)

D

0mrD

Figure 2.7. Inlet and Control Layers. (a) Inlet Layer design (b) Control Layer with a
grid of BPCH and a pneumatic channel oriented vertically on left side of layer
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Fabrication

Overall the fabrication method can be classified as a microlamination process

with patterning of features in the layers, then alignment of the layers followed by

bonding the multiple thin layers together to form a monolithic device.

Patterning Processes

The channel layer was patterned by embossing using a vacuum hotpress

(Thermal Technologies Inc., 15 ton). Embossing was completed at 180 C, in 1.5 x 10

vacuum, and 800 PSI of pressure, which was held until the embossing

temperature dropped below the glass transition temperature (Tg). Raised macro

features and impressed micro features were formed side by side on the surface with

dimension fidelity of +1- 3 jim.

Hot embossing was selected as the channel layer forming process because it

has been shown to be capable of high fidelity replication on both the micro and nano

scale and is amenable to high volume manufacturing at reasonable cost. The process

is robust with little change in feature quality due to minor changes in embossing

temperature and pressure [6].

One of the technical challenges for microembossing is the formation of durable

low surface roughness molds. Silicon works well, but is brittle and has a short life [7].

A more durable process was used for fabricating the embossing tooling by

electrodeposition of Ni onto photolithographically patterned 3.8 cm x 6 cm stainless

steel substrates. The large substrate size allowed for 4 channel layers to be embossed

per cycle. Following electrodeposition the SU-8 photoresist (Microchem, SU-8 2050)

was removed by ashing at 680 C in a vacuum furnace. Finally, a grid of 60° angled

channels were CNC machined into the stainless steel. These form the raised bonding
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protrusions on the channel layer that act as energy directors for ultrasonic welding.

Fabricating embossing mold tooling for the channel layer was non trivial, but the

capability to fabricate electroformed embossing tools with feature sizes down to 50

urn wide was developed with thickness uniformity of +1- 9%, and surface roughness of

Ra=.045 urn.

The control layers were fabricated by the replica molding process of spin

casting PDMS over a patterned stainless steel minor finish wafer. The PDMS (Dow

Corning, Sylgard 184) was mixed at 10 parts prepolymer to 1 part crosslinker by mass.

A 160 jim high SU-8 line pattern was photolithographically defined on the surface of

the stainless steel wafer (McMaster Can, part # 9785K 14) and the PDMS layer was

spun over the pattern to form the pneumatic channel. The PDMS was spun on to be

20 to 50 jim thicker than the height of the SU-8 pattern which resulted in a thin valve

actuation surface at the bottom of the pneumatic channel.

After spin casting the control layer, the BPCH were cut through the PDMS

with an ESI-44 10 NdYAG 266 nm UV laser. The laser micromachining parameters

used were speed of 2.0 urn per second, frequency of 4.0 kHz, bite size of 0.5 urn, and

average power of 80 mW. The cutting path was repeated 10 to 20 times depending on

thickness of the PDMS due to the PDMS being highly transmissive of the laser light.

The inlet layer did not have any microscale features so conventional CNC

machining was used to drill the holes in the PC.

Alignment

Alignment of the layers was accomplished using the bonding protrusions and

edge alignment in the bonding fixture. The inlet layer was placed face down in the

bonding fixture and the control layer aligned to the inlet holes visually. The channel
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layer self aligned to the control layer when the bonding protrusions were placed into

the BPCH grid.

Bonding

Bonding the layers together at the bonding protrusions (energy directors) was

done with an ultrasonic welder (Branson AES9O1). Ultrasonic welding applies energy

in the form of vibration at the 20,000 kl-Iz level and pressure to heat the material being

bonded to the melting point. A fixture was designed and fabricated out of aluminum

for work holding. For packaging devices with multiple bonded layers the ultrasonic

welding of the additional layer was done sequentially. Although there is very little

reported on the use of ultrasonic welding for packaging microfluidic devices this

bonding method was selected because it provides high bond strength and is a suitable

for economical high volume manufacturing. The details of the welding parameters

used are further described in the experimental setup section below.

Experimental Setup

The planned experiments could be categorized into two sections: membrane

entrapment by ultrasonic welding and measuring the repeatability of the design and

fabrication methods for membrane entrapment by characterizing the performance of

the devices

Membrane Entrapment Experiment

To determine the capability of ultrasonic welding as a bonding method for

precision compression and entrapment of the PDMS elastomer layer between

polycarbonate layers, a mixed model factorial experiment with two fixed and two



random variables was designed. Runs were conducted for 3 levels of each fixed

variable and 2 replications of the center point for a total of 11 runs completed. The

critical process variables selected for the experiment are listed below:

Percentage compression of the control layer membrane was the dependent variable
and was selected since it is the indicator of the correct amount of sealing pressure.

Welding pressure was a fixed independent variable run at 3 levels and is one of the
critical contributors to the amount of energy applied during welding. The welding
pressure was set using a regulator with 2 PSI precision and was calibrated using a
force ring gauge (Morehouse Model 5).

Weld time was a fixed independent variable run at 3 levels and is the second
contributor to the total energy applied during welding. The weld time was set on
the power supply with 5 ms precision.

Average energy director height was a random independent variable that was
selected because the volume of the plastic that needed to be melted before the
membrane is fully compressed is directly related to the welding energy
requirements. The average height was determined based on measurements at 8
locations on every channel layer with a calibrated surface profilometer (Veeco
Metrology, Dektak3)

Average PDMS control layer thickness was a random independent variable that
was selected because it is related to the amount of energy director melting required
to collapse the bonding sites enough to compress the membrane. The thickness of
the control layer was measured using a microscope (Leica, DMLM) and calibrated
video measurement system (Boeckler Inc, VIA- 100).

Other variables in the ultrasonic welding process that were held fixed for all

the experiments were welding horn down speed, weld start pressure at 20 PSI, and

post weld hold time, which was held at 5 seconds for complete solidification before

releasing the pressure. Linear regression was used to create a model for prediction of

the amount of time and pressure required to compress the control layer a specific

percentage. Statgraphics version 5.0 software was used to complete the regression

modeling.
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Device Characterizations Experiments

The objective of the device characterizations was to demonstrate the

repeatability of the fabrication methods and the validity of the architecture design.

There were two characterization experiments designed: valve actuation performance

compared to an analytical model of the valve deflection and resultant flow rate, and

operating pressure limits compared to the expected performance based on the

compression model presented previously.

Other researchers [3, 9] found that deflection of PDMS valves could be

reasonably modeled using standard thin plate deflection models such as the analytical

model for deflection given in Equation 1. According to Roark [5] this model is for

deflection less than half the thickness of the plate and for materials with Poisson ratio

of 0.3 or less, which results in significant error for PDMS with a Poisson ratio of 0.5

and deflections that exceed the thickness. The literature is sparse for analytical

models of deflection of elastomers with Poisson ratios above 0.3.

The flow rate through the channel layers can be modeled by solving iteratively

White's [23] viscous flow pressure drop relation for velocity:

(2) = pV2
96l

+ K + K]
h ReD Dh

Where:

IXP,0, = Pressure drop
p = Density
V = Velocity
Cfapp = Coefficient of friction, (square channel = 15.55)
Dh = Hydraulic Diameter
le = entry length
lfd = fully developed length
ReDh = Reynolds number, hydraulic diameter

K,/KO = minor inlet/outlet losses (neglected for this design due to large
inlet/outlet plenum)



The valve actuation performance experiment was designed to show that valves

could be integrated into the architecture that perform predictably and repeatable. The

flow and valve experiments were conducted using a flow test loop set up as diagramed

in Figure 2.8.

The selected variables and measurement methods used in the experiment are

described below:

Flow rate was the dependent variable and was measured by capturing liquid output
in a beaker over a timed period measured using a NIST calibrated stopwatch and
weighing on a scale (Acculab V-600) with a 0.1 gram precision. The uncertainty of
the flow rate measurements was up to 3% for the combined uncertainty of the
scale and the stopwatch for collection over a 10 minute period at a flow rate of 0.3
ml per minute.

Pneumatic actuation pressure was the independent variable and was controlled
with a regulator (McMaster Can part #1888K1) precision of 0.25% and measured
with pressure transducer (Omega, PX2300-25D1).

Inlet pressure was held constant by a compressed air pressurized water tank
regulated by a regulator with a precision of 0.25% and measured using a dial
pressure gauge (Omega, Grade 3A) rated at accuracy of +1- .25%.

The variables used to measure the valve actuation performance were selected

because other reported characterizations of elastomer valves in literature used a similar

approach [2, 10].

The flow rate relative to actuation pressure was compared across several

devices at 5 levels and compared to theoretical flow rates calculated with Equation 2.

The remaining channel depth after the membrane was pressurized calculated with

Equation 1 and used to determine the hydraulic diameter for theoretical flow rate

calculations.
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Figure 2.8. Flow Loop Schematic

The test module, shown in Figure 2.9, is a fixture that the device is placed in

with gaskets to seal the air and water inlets and to direct flow from the channels into

the collection beaker. The test module is constructed of clear plastic to enable viewing

of the channels with a microscope.

Li
Figure 2.9. Test Module Fixture. Components from top to
bottom in diagram are the clamping bolts, inlet cover, top
gasket for sealing between cover and device, the dark shaded
test device surrounded by gasket to prevent leakage around the
device, walls with outlet holes, and bottom window for viewing
the device with microscope.
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The operating pressure limits experiment was conducted with the flow loop

described above. The variables selected were:

Inlet pressure was the independent variable and was controlled and measured as
describe previously.

Leakage out of channels was the dependent variable and was measured optically as
fluid leaking more than 50 urn out of a channel between the PDMS and
polycarbonate conformally sealed surfaces.

The pneumatic valve actuation pressure was held fixed at 12 PSI to prevent
rupturing of the membrane.

This experimental procedure was completed by increasing the inlet pressure by

I PSI increments and viewing the entire 100 urn channel array region with the

microscope. The resultant pressure at which leakage was observed was then compared

to the calculated expected failure pressure based on the measured compression

pressure of the membrane.

Results and Discussion

Membrane Entrapment Experiment

Ultrasonic welding as a bonding method for membrane entrapment in

polycarbonate layers gave mixed results. The welding process did mechanically

compress the embedded PDMS control layer sufficiently to seal the channels and

allow for valve actuation, but it was a difficult to control the variation in the process.

The compressed PDMS control layer generally sealed the channels without

excessively deflecting into the channel to block it (Figure 2.10). In 100 urn wide

channels the deflection into the channels averaged 50% of the amount of the total

microns of membrane compression and in 50 urn wide channels 20%. The energy

directors resulted in good quality bonds as shown in Figure 2.11 showing pre and post
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welding cross section of the bonding sites. However, none of the devices were

compressed to the target compression of 13% and all suffered from high defect levels.

The complete measurement results for each test device pre and post welding are given

in Table 2.2.

Figure 2.10. Array of Sealed Microchannels. Cross section of 100 um wide x 50 um
deep microchannels embossed in polycarbonate and sealed by a 230 urn thick PDMS
layer compressed 23 urn by ultrasonic welding.

(a) (b)

Figure 2.11. Weld Cross Sections. (a) Cross section of bonding protrusion prior to
welding with PDMS on each side (b) complete melting and bonding of bonding
protrusion on right side and PDMS on left (c) bonding protrusion partially melted with
void remaining in BPCH between protrusion and PDMS on right

TABLE 2.2 WELDED DEVICE MEASUREMENTS
Defect

Device Pressure Time Compres PDMS Free Area
ID (PSI) (ms) sion (%) ED Height (urn) Thickness (urn) (%)
E3-4 32 500 -2% 244 189 48
E2-3 32 700 0% 255 204 40
E5-2 32 900 3% 233 212 54
E3-3 61 500 0% 255 188 81

E3-1 61 700 5% 233 189 32
E4-2 61 900 11% 236 182 14

E5-1 92 500 0% 236 203 49
E3-2 92 700 5% 232 188 58
E4-1 92 900 5% 239 202 10



An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was generated to determine the effect of

the experimental variables, including selected interaction effects, on compression.

The ANOVA showed that the only significant effect was welding time, and marginally

significant effects were pressure and pressure and time interaction (Table 2.3)

Although physically the height of the energy directors and the thickness of the PDMS

does affect the amount of compression, the experiment did not have a large enough

range in these variables for the effect to be significant in the model.

TABLE 2.3. INTIAL WELDING MODEL ANOVA
Sum of Mean

Source Squares Df Square F-Ratio P-Value
ED Height 3.57E-05 I 3.57E-05 0.42 0.5848
PDMS THICK 6.60E-05 I 6.60E-05 0.77 0.4725
Pressure 7.93E-04 I 7.93E-04 9.26 0.0931
Time 2.39E-03 I 2.39E-03 27.94 0.034
Pressure*Time 6.26E-04 I 6.26E-04 7.32 0.1138
ED Height*PDMS 3.47E-05 I 3.47E-05 0.4 0.5 896
Residual 1.71E-04 2 8.56E-05
Total (corrected) 0.0128 8

We could get reasonable predictability with this model (Figure 2.12) but a

linear regression model was not used for future work because the process suffered

from significant defects, making the model invalid.

Figure 2.12. Observed vs. 0.13

Predicted Compression Plot. 0.1
This shows that the regression
model based on the 0.07

experimental data results in a
reasonably good fit.

" 0.04
-

0.01

-0.02 E
-0.02

Plot of Compression

0.01 0.04 0.07 0.1 0.13

predicted
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The defects were measured by optical inspection for the total area covered by

defects. The two main defects observed could be classified into two categories:

channel layer compression and melt leakage. The channel layer compression defect

was observed as deformation of the channel layer features. As shown in Figure 2.13,

the channel walls compressed to the point that the flow channels are pinched closed.

Cross sections of the defect show the compressed channel wall expanded out to

squeeze the flow channels closed (Figure 2.13.a). It appears that the cause of this

defect mode is ultrasonic energy being transmitted through the PDMS and heating the

polycarbonate to above the Tg.

Figure 2.13. Compression Defect. (a) Top
view of channels squeezed closed by
compression of channel walls. (b) Cross
section view showing the compressed
channel wall bulging into the flow channels
and closing them off.

(a)

'Y Channel Layer

(b)

100 jtm

The melt leakage defect was observed as plastic with flowing lines spreading

outward from an energy director due to plastic melt leaking under the membrane and

filling the flow channels (Figure 2.14). This could be happening prior to sufficient

pressure being applied to the membrane to keep the melt contained in the BPCH, or

when overcompressed control layers generate high pressures inside the BPCH and

force the melt under the control layer. This defect typically shows significant numbers

of air bubbles trapped in the melt leakage.



Figure 2.14. Melt Leak Defect. (a) Top
view of device with well defined
channels running horizontally along the
lower half of the photo and a well
contained melted bonding protrusion
(energy director). The smooth surfaces
are in conformal contact with the PDMS
membrane. (b) The channels running
horizontally across lower part of photo
are well formed on the right side of the
photo and appear distorted directly
below the energy director due to melt
leaking under the membrane and
deforming the channels.

Bnergy. Dijector
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urn

(b)

The channel layer defects were positively correlated to increases in weld time,

but did not show any correlation to changes in welding pressure (Figure 2.15). This

observation was applied to designing a new welding experiment with increased

welding pressure and reduced time. The net energy input into the bonding sites is

similar, but there is less time for heat to build up at the interface of the PDMS and

channel wall surfaces due to friction from ultrasonic vibration.
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Figure 2.15. Defect Correlations (a) Plot of defect free area on device related to
welding pressure shows no correlation (b) Plot of defect free area on device related to
welding time shows significant correlation explaining 42.6% of variation in defects
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Based on results of the initial experiment a new device was designed to

minimize defects and a revised membrane entrapment experiment was designed,

referred to from here on as Design B (Figure 2.16).

To eliminate the melt leak defect a system for containing the melt was added

as a feature to the inlet layer. These were slots cut 127 urn deep into the bottom of the

inlet layer that align with the bonding protrusions from the channel layer. Instead of

creating a new embossing tool with higher bonding protrusions to compensate for the

change, the PDMS membrane was cast thinner and without pneumatic control

channels. Instead the pneumatic control line was also cut into the inlet layer.

MFLT TRAPS

(ENERGY DIRECTORS)

Figure 2.16. Revised Test Device Design with Melt Traps.

A CNC end mill a 0.020" diameter end mill was used to the cut melt traps and

pneumatic control channel to 127 um deep. This process was selected due to time

constraints and was capable of low variability within a single part's features, but

between part variability was higher. A small subset of the actual parts milled was

selected for use that had equivalent average depth and low variability.

Design B has a thin control layer membrane 33 um thick. This design also has

BPCH that are wider than that the initial design so there enough volumetric space for

the melt and for ease of alignment with the melt traps in the Inlet Layer. The PDMS

was spin cast over a smooth stainless steel mirror finish wafer at 1,750 RPM for 60

seconds.



The channel layer is unchanged, but only embossings with energy directors

that average 234 urn in height and dernonstrate low variability were selected.

This design is expected to compress the control layer 13%, or 4.2 tm, to create

a conformal seal that will maintain minimum of 20 PSI of pressure based on the same

compression and deflection model as previously described. The valve on this design

can be modeled as a thin plate supported on the 2 long sides and free on the short

sides.

After using the data gathered from the initial model as screening data the

membrane entrapment experiment was repeated with higher pressures and lower weld

time. Since the energy director height and PDMS thickness are now fixed, this full

factorial model only had two fixed independent variables: pressure and time, resulting

in a smaller model space. The experiment was run at three levels for each variable

with a total of 6 runs including a single replication at the middle level. The parameters

used and the results of these runs are in Table 2.4, which shows higher compression

and lower defect area than the previous design. Design B also demonstrated high

quality welds within the melt traps (Figure 2.17)

TABLE 2.4. RESULTS FROM INITIAL DESIGN B RUN
Pressure Compression Defect Free Area

Device ID (PSI) Time (ms) (%) (%)
Eli-I 178 300 26 77
El2-1 160 285 26 70
E6-3 160 285 Ii 67
E8-4 149 300 2 78
E8-2 178 270 19 89
E9-I 149 270 28 89

Figure 2.17. Design B Weld. A melted energy director
recessed into a melt trap; small gap on left for control
layer space and large void on right is excess melt trap
space.



After completing an ANOVA on these results (Table 2.5), the time and

pressure variables showed less significance than the initial experiment; not enough

significance for explaining the variation in compression to the level of precision

needed.

TABLE 2.5 INTIAL DESIGN B WELDING MODEL ANOVA
Sum of Mean

Source Squares Df Square F-Ratio P-Value

Press 0.0256 1 0.0256 4.29 0.174

Time 0.0296 1 0.0296 4.97 0.1555

Press*Time 0.0270 1 0.0270 4.53 0.1672

Residual 0.0119 2 0.0060

Total (corrected) 0.0543 5

The linear regression model based on these results was a poor fit and only

predicted 44% of the variation in the process (Figure 2.18) This indicates that the

process is not robust and is difficult to control due to random variation.
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Plot of Compression
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0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

predicted

Figure 2.18. Observed vs. Predicted Compression Plot. This shows the poor
prediction capability of the regression model based on design B experimental data
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Although most Design B channels were sealed and only suffered minimal

reduction due to membrane deflection (Figure 2.19.a), sometimes the control layer

would completely deflect into the channel and block it (Figure 2.19.b). This folding

defect was the only defect observed on the Design B besides some minor compression

defects. The deep folding nearly always happened on the outside channels in an array.

Since there is more area to compress between the channel edge and the BPCH edge,

300 um from energy director to channel, and the Poisson ratio is high, there is more

PDMS volume that expands more in the outside channels. On the inside channels

there is only lOOurn wide surface area on top of the channel walls where the PDMS is

compressed. Based on the conservation of volume inherent due to a Poisson ratio of

0.5, with 4 um of compression on the PDMS the expected deflection would be

approximately 6 um in the channel.

Figure 2.19. Design B Cross Sections with 32 urn Thick u.

Control Layer. (a) Array of 100 x 50 urn channels, two
channels have minimal folding deflection and the center
channels has a minor folding defect. (b) Folding defect
completely blocking 100 x 50 channel

100 jm

(b)

Instead of using a linear regression of the experimental data to determine the

parameters for packaging the final test devices, the Design B devices were inspected

and the time and pressure of the ones with adequate compression and with the least

defects was averaged. The selected devices results are summarized in Table 2.6.
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TABLE 2.6. BEST DESIGN B RESULTS
Average

Pressure Compression Defect Free
Device ID (PSI) Time (ms) (%) Area (%)
E8-4 149 300 2 78

E8-2 178 270 19 89

E9-1 149 270 28 89
Average 159 280 16 85

Two additional devices were packaged using the average parameters from the

best devices as target parameters. Due to the pressure controls on the USW only

having a precision of 5 PSI the runs were conducted at 155 instead of 160 to prevent

over compression. After seeing fairly consistent and acceptable results from these

parameters, the final five devices were fabricated with similar but slightly improved

defect results (Table 2.7).

TABLE 2.7. RESULTS FROM FINAL FIVE TEST DEVICES
Membrane Average

Pressure Thickness Compression Defect Free Area
Device ID (PSI) Time (ms) (urn) (%) (%)

E11-2 155 280 32.9 5% 87%

E12-2 155 280 32.6 11% 89%

E14-2 155 280 32.6 11% 78%

E15-2 155 280 32.9 6% 70%

E16-I 155 280 33.8 12% 61%

Averages 33.0 9% 77%

An ANOVA (Table 2.8) was completed on the process data with these

additional data. The F tests on the effects of the variables, time and pressure, indicates

that the model did explain a marginally significant amount of the process variation,

but not enough to be valid for precise prediction of the compression
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TABLE 2.8 FINAL WELDING MODEL ANOVA
Sum of Mean

Source Squares Df Square F-Ratio P-Value

Press 0.021169 1 0.021169 3.64 0.0927

Time 0.0249 1 0.0249 4.28 0.0723

Press*Time 0.0229 1 0.0229 3.94 0.0825

Residual 0.0465 8 0.005 8

Total (corrected) 0.0872 11

Device Characterizations

Valve Performance

The architecture was characterized for process repeatability by measuring the

effect of valve actuation pressure and flow rate through the five devices packaged by

the same parameters. The five packaged devices were pressurized to 12 PSI inlet

pressure and the flow rate measured as the valve channel pneumatic pressure was

increased in 3 PSI increments. E15-2 failed immediately due to a ruptured control

layer causing leakage from the flow channels into the valve channel. The remaining 4

devices had no leakage and three had high repeatability, but performed poorly

compared to theoretical flow rate. Device E12-2 was an outlier that performed at a

higher flow rate that compared closely with the theoretical flow rate. The performance

of the four devices is compared in Figure 2.20.

The three similar performing devices are graphed on a smaller y axis scale in

Figure 2.21. These graphs show the linear decrease in flow rate as the actuation

pressure increases on all the devices, but shows that the rate of decrease is smaller for

El 6-1, which is partially due to this device having a thicker membrane than the others

(Table 2.8). The fit of the data to a linear regression is very high for all four devices
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as determined by the R Squared goodness of fit for each device performance (Table

2.9). The high repeatability of the linear valve performance of all 4 devices indicates

that flow rate can be metered accurately in an individual device using this architecture.
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TABLE 2.9. VALVE
LiNEAR RESPONSE
Device ID R Square
E11-2 98.2%
E12-2 98.3%
E14-2 96.1%
E16-1 98.1%

The valves of 3 of the functioning devices were pressurized to shut off with

interesting results. When the valve channel was pressurized the control layer deflected

into the full length of the flow channel and the air leaked out the end of the flow

channels. The result was a rapidly actuating and deactuating valve. This was because

of the changes in the Design B devices membranes eliminated the pneumatic channel,

which had fixed edges. In Design B the region that acted as the valve surface is that

area of the membrane under the pneumatic channel cut into the inlet layer (Figures

2.22 and 2.23). As soon as the pneumatic channel was pressurized the membrane

would start to deflect into the channel and continue to deflect along the channel until

the air leaked out the end and pressure dropped. The flow rate was essentially

reduced to zero because the valves oscillate faster than the flow could develop.

Figure 2.22. Array of Flow Channels over
Pneumatic Channel. 100 micron wide flow
channels in foreground with 500 micron wide
pneumatic channel in background. Enlarged
25X.
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(b)

Figure 2.23 Single Channel Valve Actuation. (a) 100 micron wide channel with red
dye in water flowing under pneumatic channel. (b) Pneumatic channel pressurized and
membrane deflected into channel
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Figure 2.24. Actual vs Theoretical Differential
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The actuation pressure was modeled against theoretical pressure delta across

the membrane required to fully deflect it to the bottom of the channel. The calculated

deflection distance was based on the measured thickness of membrane and the

remaining depth of the flow channels measured at a single cross section near the end

of the channel (Figure 2.25.a). The results did not align well with the theoretical flow

rates.

Since the third device (E14-2) did align well with theory due to the shallow

channel depth, it was assumed that the others were not deflecting the full depth of the

channel. This could be because only a single cross section was looked at and the

control layer could be folded down to make the channel depth significantly smaller

further upstream than where the cross section was taken.

To check the validity of this assumption device El 6-1 was cross sectioned

repeatedly and measured. Upstream from the valve control channel the cross section

revealed remaining channel depth of only 21.2 urn after membrane folding into the

channel (Figure 2.25.b). When this amount of remaining channel height is modeled

for theoretical differential deflection pressure the result is 17.8 PSI, which is much

closer to the average measured value of 15.9 PSI.

Figure 2.25. Device E16-1 Cross Sections.
(a) Downstream cross section of channels
showing them fully open (b) cross section
upstream of valve showing channels
partially blocked by deflected membrane
with remaining channel height of2l.2 urn.

tV. V

-
kb)

iOU urn
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One other problem that was observed was the leakage of air through the

permeable PDMS membrane when the pneumatic line was under higher pressures. It

may be possible to avoid this with coatings or by selection of another membrane

material.

Operating Pressure

Three of the devices were pressurized to failure due to channel leakage.

Device 11-2 failed at 12 PSI inlet pressure due to leakage out of the channels and into

the BPCH, which is due to the low compression of the control layer as predicted by

the model. The other 2 devices sustained up to 22 PSI liquid inlet pressure without

any observed leakage outside the channels (Table 2.10). This does correspond to the

theoretical pressure limit because the actual values are within 2 standard deviations of

the average based on the measured variation in membrane compression on each

device. Device El 2-2 was not tested to preserve its integrity.

TABLE 2.10 PRESSURE FAILURE RESULTS

Average
Bonding Site Covariance of Modeled
Compression Compression Leakage Actual Leakage Percentage Delta to

Device ID (%) (stndev/mean) Pressure (PSI) Pressure (PSI) Predicted
E1I-2 10% 13% 14.8 12.0 -19%
E12-2 13% 10% 23.7 N/A N/A
E14-2 14% 13% 21.4 21.0 -2%
E16-1 16% 11% 19.6 22.0 12%
Averages 13% 12% 19.9 18.3 -3%

Additional Results

This section describes some of the additional investigations conducted and the

discoveries made during the formal experiments. Further investigation was conducted

on the architecture for increasing the throughput by numbering up the layers. The



device integration density was measured and compared to that of other architectures

reviewed previously. There was also an interesting result of the design change that

shows the potential for pumps and two active valves due to the membrane constraint

method applied.

Numbering Up High Throughput Performance

A device was sequentially "numbered up" by adding channel layers and the

flow rate was measured with each added layer. The water inlet pressure was set at 12

PSI and the response was compared to the theoretical flow rate for the added channels

calculated using Equation 2. The measured flow rate compared closely to theoretical

within the uncertainty of the error (Figure 2.26). The theoretical rate has 18% error

bars based on the measured variation in channel sizes.
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Figure 2.26. Numbered Up Device Performance. How
rate changes vs. theoretical flow rate at 12 PSI inlet

pressure.
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Numbering Up Device Integration Density

The final design was analyzed for the potential integration density of the

valves and channels. The overall area required to support the valves was measured at

20 mm2 (Figure 2.27.a). This was multiplied by the thickness of the single channel

layer device to determine that the potential valve integration density was 474 valves

per cubic cm for a single layer device. This could be greatly increased by using thinner

polycarbonate films. For example, if a 300 um thick film was used for the stiff

polymer layers it would appear that 1190 valves per cubic cm could be attained, but

the bonding protrusion spacing would need to reduce to 2 mm apart to sustain 20 PSI

pressure, so the density of microchannels decrease and result in 634 valves per cubic

cm. Referring back to Table 2.1 shows that this architecture is in the middle range for

valve integration density. With further design optimization the architecture is capable

of further spatial intensification. When numbering up the layers there is also some

improvement in spatial intensification because the volume of the inlet layer is

averaged over the added volume.

(a)

(b)

= 1 53

Figure 2.27. Valve and Channel Areas. Dimensions in mm. (a) Top view of area
required to support pneumatic valves. (b) Cross section of single channel layer device
showing area required for fifteen 100 x 50 urn channels.



Similar analysis was performed for density of microchannels in the device.

The microchannel density was calculated by taking a cross section of the device and

determining number of channels per unit of area (Figure 2.27.b). For a single layer

device the architecture as designed was capable of 2.5 channels per mm2 and for a

"numbered up" 3 layer device the channel density was 6.0 channels per mm2, which is

much higher than other architectures reviewed.

Two Way Valve

Another observed capability of this architecture is the potential for two way

valves or diaphragm pumping. This capability is due to the PDMS not being directly

bonded to the polycarbonate which allows the membrane to be deflected selectively by

pressure in the flow channels in relieved areas. This capability was observed as

bypass valve action in the pneumatic channel. When pneumatic pressure is removed

from the control channel the PDMS is deflected up by the fluid pressure in the flow

channels and flow moves out of the flow channels and into the larger channel that

forms perpendicular to the flow channels (Figure 2.28.b). This capability is unique

since others have used a sequence of 1-way valves to accomplish multidirectional

fluid control [11]. If two of these features were placed in series and actuated

alternately one can envision them acting as a pump.



(a)
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(b)

Flow

Figure 2.28. Two Way Valve Action. (a) Normal flow represented by red fluid
flowing through channels past pneumatic valve line with minimal pneumatic pressure
applied. (b) Pneumatic pressure removed and liquid pressure deflecting the membrane
upward and allowing flow to pass along the pneumatic control channel.

Conclusions

A novel architecture has been demonstrated that enables integration of

elastomer membranes into stiff polymer substrates that meet most of the requirements

for solid phase extraction in dendrimer synthesis. This architecture can be used for

high throughput microfluidic systems that require spatial intensification, integrated

valves, and low cost production.

The architecture proved valid for membrane entrapment but selection of

ultrasonic welding as the bonding process resulted in excessive variation in devices.
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The ultrasonic welding process had many sources of variation including the fixture to

horn parallelism, layer thicknesses, energy director heights, melt trap depths, and in-

homogeneity of the properties of the PDMS. This does not mean that work should not

be continued on development of this architecture for microfluidic applications. Beside

dendnmer production there are a number of potential applications that could benefit

from this membrane entrapment architecture including portable kidney dialysis and

water purification systems.

There are a multitude of design variables that can be worked with to optimize

the architecture. One is in the selection of membranes and the elastic modulus of

those. As the modulus of the membrane increases it takes less percentage

compression to obtain a high sealing pressure and there would be less deflection into

the channels due to the compression, but there would be an increase in the pressure

required to deflect the membrane as a valve. Revisiting the compression model

shows that the modulus of the membrane material links all the design variables

together. One interesting investigation would be finding the relationship of

crosslinking in PDMS to its modulus. This would allow a designer to specif' the

elastic modulus without changing materials.

Another area that requires significant development work is modeling elastomer

valve shut off pressure. For deflection into relatively deep channels (i.e. larger than

30% of width) there are not good analytical models available for elastomer

membranes. Finite element analysis (FEA) could be a useful tool for predicting shut

off pressure required.

Of course there should be designed experiments conducted to characterize the

capabilities of the selective bonding of the entrapped membrane as an enabler for two

way valves and pumping mechanisms. Finally, there should be further application

specific testing with a device designed in this architecture to show the improvement in

extraction efficiency and precision over macro scale dendrimer production methods.
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CHAPTER 3. GENERAL CONCLUSION

A novel architecture has been demonstrated that enables integration of

elastomer membranes into stiff polymer substrates. This architecture can be used for

high throughput microfluidic systems that require spatial intensification, integrated

valves, and low cost production. The throughput of the device was shown to

predictably increase by numbering up the channel layers. The spatial intensification

compares well with other architectures. The number of valves per unit volume

demonstrated was in the median of other microfluidic architectures with the potential

for much higher integration densities by application of thinner stiff lamina and other

design optimizations. The number of microchannels per unit area for device cross

section was demonstrated to be much higher than other architectures reviewed. The

integrated valves actuated predictably as flow control devices. The production costs

would be low for this architecture because of the low cost of materials and capital

equipment. Table 3.1 provides a comparison of the capital and materials cost for the

architecture relative to others.

TABLE 3.1 Cost of Production Comparison
Production

Materials Capital Production Rate
Cost Equip Cost Time (devices

Architecture ($/unit) (5 1000's) (mm/unit) per hr)
Si and PDMS 2.07 1760 22 8.3
PDMS 02 Bonded 0.04 520 5 50
Polycarbonate & PDMS, Ultrasonic
Welds (Laser Cut BPCH) 0.01 720 29 4.8
Polycarbonate & PDMS, Ultrasonic
Welds (CNC Punched BPCH) 0.01 345 5 60

The production time on the Polycarbonate and PDMS architecture is 86% laser

cutting time for cutting the BPCH in the control layer. A fabrication process

improvement would be punching the BPCHs with a punch and die instead of laser



cutting them. This method would reduce the production time per unit by 83% and

was shown to be feasible by using a large diameter hypodermic needle to punch holes

in the PDMS.

Most of the additional requirements for dendrimer synthesis performance were

also met:

Operating pressure: The minimum of 20 PSI was exceeded and this is
higher than any reported pressure in the architectures reviewed that
utilized elastomer valves.

Chemical resistance: Polycarbonate is resistant to methanol, but PDMS
tends to swell slightly in methanol and further testing of the PDMS
valves with methanol is needed. A survey of other membrane materials
may result in a suitable alternative as well.

Immobilization surface chemistries: Polycarbonate does not provide a
functional surface for immobilization, but other stiff polymers may be
suitable, or the application of thin films to the surface, such as the
sputtering of silica on the surface of the channels, could provide the
desired surface chemistry.

Low operating temperatures: Polycarbonate and PDMS can be utilized
well above 1000 C.

Optical detection for feedback on product extraction: The clear
polycarbonate and PDMS is ideal for this.

The architecture proved valid for membrane entrapment, but selection of

ultrasonic welding as the bonding process resulted in excessive variation in devices.

The ultrasonic welding process had many sources of variation including the fixture to

horn parallelism, layer thicknesses, energy director heights, melt trap depths, and in-

homogeneity of the properties of the PDMS.

This does not mean that work should not be continued on development of this

architecture for microfluidic applications. Beside dendrimer production there are a

number of potential applications that could benefit from this membrane entrapment
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architecture including portable kidney dialysis and water purification systems. The

future work to further develop this architecture can be broken into two sections:

fabrication improvements and design optimizations.

Very little optimization was attempted in the designs presented. One area that

requires significant work is development of a model for predictable elastomer valve

shut off pressure. Although the thin plate deflection equation used was a reasonable

predictor for valve deflections under pressures up to 14 PSI, is was not valid for

prediction of the shut off pressure in the relatively deep rectangular channels.

Previous work that had used the thin plate defection models for elastomer valves, were

for valve membranes that deflected into relatively shallow channels of 10 tm deep, or

less, and that had widths ranging of 30 or 100 tm wide. The valves used in the

architecture presented here required deflection of a 32 jim thick membrane into a 50

jim deep channel, which far exceeds half the thickness of the plate, which is a

boundary condition for use of the analytical models given by Roark (1965).

For deflection into deep channels there are not good analytical models

available for elastomer membranes. Finite element analysis (FEA) could be a useful

tool for predicting shut off pressure required (Kennedy, 2005). Some special

considerations need to be accounted for in the modeling. Elastomer properties do not

follow the same behavior as traditional elastic materials so Mooney-Rivlin elastomer

properties need to be accounted for in a FEA model. An additional analysis is

required to account for the effect of contact. As the membrane deflects, the area close

to the channel wall will start to contact the upper channel wall before deflection to the

bottom of the channel is complete.

There are a multitude of design variables that can be worked with to optimize

the architecture. One is in the selection of membranes and the elastic modulus of

those. As the modulus of the membrane increases, it takes less percentage

compression to obtain a high sealing pressure and there would be less deflection into



the channels due to the compression, but there would be an increase in the pressure

required to deflect the membrane as a valve. Revisiting the compression model

shows that the modulus of the membrane material links all the design variables

together.

(3) q = EmC%

Where:

q = uniform pressure across entire membrane due to compression
Em = Elastic Modulus of membrane material

C% = percentage compression of membrane

(4) p cxb
Et

Where:

= deflection at center of stiff polymer span between bonding protrusions
= geometric/structural factor of bonding protrusion pattern

q = uniform pressure across entire membrane due to compression
b = bonding site spacing on stiff polymer

= thickness of stiff polymer
= Elastic Modulus of stiff polymer



(5)

Where:

= deflection distance of valve membrane
= geometric/structural factor of valve dimension ratios

qy = pneumatic pressure on valve membrane
= width of channel at valve site
= thickness of membrane at valve

One constraint on the designer is that in order for the pneumatic lines not to

leak the qv must be less than or equal to q.

It would be of interest to look at the effect of changes in the ratio of PDMS

monomer and crosslinker to the modulus of the material. Higher amount of

crosslinking should increase the modulus and this gives the designer another variable

to use to optimize the architecture.

Another variable of interest is the channel size. This will be mostly driven by

the application, but the width of the channel has a large effect, to the fourth power, on

the amount of pressure to deflect the valve membrane. The depth of the channel will

determine the amount of deflection required and therefore the pressure required.

Another design constraint is the membrane's ultimate elongation before breaking. For

PDMS this averages about 300%, so the depth of a rectangular channel cannot exceed

the width. One fabrication process with respect to channels that could be developed

further is a method for rounding the corners of the electroformed channel features on

the embossing tool. By having rounded channels it takes less pressure to completely

seal the channels and removing the embossed channels layers from the tool would be

easier.

Another design consideration would be the incorporation of relief areas for the

elastomer to fill when compressed. An example might be an additional dead end
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channel embossed along side the functional channels for the elastomer to fill instead

of folding into the flow channels. A second idea would be to make the tops of the

channel walls with concave relief areas that the excess PDMS would press into, while

high pressure points form along the ridges to seal the channel edges.

Of course there should be designed experiments conducted to characterize the

capabilities of the selective bonding of the entrapped membrane as an enabler for two

way valves and pumping mechanisms. Finally, there should be further application

specific testing with a device designed in this architecture to show the improvement in

extraction efficiency and precision over macro scale dendrimer production methods.
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Appendix A. Embossing Tool Fabrication

A.1 Emboss Tool Photolithography Process

Most of the obstacles faced in developing the electroforming process were related to

photolithography. Initially there were difficulties with poor developing of the

photoresist mask that in turn resulted in Ni not depositing on some areas. Another

problem that plagued the process was that the photoresist would peel off the stainless

steel during activation of the surface prior to depositing the Ni. Proper cleaning of the

substrate and photolithography parameter changes have eliminated these problems.

The parameters below were developed after consulting MicroChem'sguidelines for

photolithography with SU-8 photoresist.

Substrate: 34mm x 68 mm 304 Stainless steel with mirror like finish

Resist: Microchem SU-8 2050

Surface Prep:

1. Ultrasonic clean in Citranox acidic bath for 15 mm
2. Acetone rinse
3. Methanol rinse
4. DI water rinse
5. Immerse in 10% HC1 for 90 mm at room temp
6. DI water rinse thoroughly (residual HCI can cause unwanted SU-8

crosslinking)
7. Compressed air blow dry
8. Oven dry at 120 C for 15 mm
9. Cool to room temp

Spin coat 55 urn layer:

1. Insert substrate into chuck
2. Pour SU-8 directly from bottle into center of substrate
3. Spin at 500 RPM 10 sec, 2140 RPM 30 sec.

(
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Bake:

1. 3min@65Conhotplate I
2. 9.5 mm @ 95 C on hot plate 2
3. 0.5min@65Conhotplate I
4. Cool on plastic block to room temp

Expose

1. Align laser photo plotted Mylar mask with dark side down over substrate
2. Place ¼" thick glass plate over mask to get conformal contact of mask with
substrate to avoid light leakage around mask
3. Expose 9.5 minutes (cycle light 3 mm 10 sec onI3 mm off) at 300 W over
6"x6" area with 350 to 450 nm filtered UV light.
4. Let "relax" for 20 mm at room temp

Post Exposure Bake:

1. l.Smin@65°Conhotplatel
2. 7 mm @ 95° C on hot plate 2
3. 0.Smin@65°Conhotplate 1
4. Cool on plastic plate to room temp

Develop:

1. Immerse in SU-8 Developer standing substrate upright in beaker and agitating
with magnetic stirrer for 13 mm.

2. IPA rinse /
.'-, ?

Hardbake:

1. ramp up to 95° C on hot plate
2. Step up to 165° C in oven
3. Cool on rack 10 mm then on plastic to room temp.
4. Let sit for several days



A.2 Electrodeposition Process

The electrodepostion process used is a hybrid of electroplating and eletroforming.

Like electroforming the features were formed around a mask, but like electroplating

the formed deposits were required to adhere to the

stainless steel substrate. Ni electrodepostion was

chosen since there was sufficient information in

literature on the process and the coefficient of

thermal expansion for Ni and stainless steel are

relatively similar, which results in longer tool life.

The deposition was conducted in a beaker

containing a proprietaty Ni Sulfamate bath

purchased from Technic and using a Dynatronix

DuPlO-.1-.3 reverse pulse power supply.

1. Acetone, methanol, DI water rinse the stainless substrate with SU-8 mask
2. Insert stainless steel substrate into PDMS sleeve
to prevent plating of backside
3. Anodic electroclean in 20% by weight NaOH
solution at 10 mA for 10. 5 mm
4. Rinse with DI water _________ ____
5. Initiate Ni plating in a Wood's Ni Strike solution
for 40 seconds at 13.5 mA.

Wood's Strike bath:
259m1 Di water
131 ml Nickel Chloride (NiCI26H2O)

purchased from Univertical Chemical
35 ml HCI (37%) ligure A.2. Patterned

6. Transfer quickly from strike bath to Ni Sulfamate Substrate in PDMS Sleevebath with current on
a. Techni Semi S Nickel Sulfamate bath purchased ready to use, except for

dissolving boric acid into it at temperature, from Technic mc, Anaheim, California.
b. Bath temperature maintained at 46° C
c. Bath pH maintained at 4.0 to 4.5 measured by Merck litmus paper

i. Add 0.O6gIL of sulfamic acid to decrease pH by 0.1
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ii. Add 0.O4gIL of nickel carbonate increase pH by 0.01
7. Agitate bath with 3 cfm of air from a fish tank aerator
8. Increase current in Ni Sulfamate bath to 103 mA DC continuous current for 10
minutes.
9. Apply reverse pulse current for average positive current density of 22 mA per cm2
for 4 hours.



Table A. 1 Plating

Parameters

Current Direction

Parameter Forward Reverse

Total time on (ms) 81 9

Pulse time on (ms) 81 0.9

Pulse time off(ms) 0 0.1

Average Current (mA) 90.1 27.0

9. Ultrasonicate for 1 minute every 15 to 20 minutes. This dislodges H2 bubbles that

form on the cathode and cause pitting in the nickel deposit.

A.3 Photoresisi Ashing Process and Ni Annealing

The ashing process actually performs two processes; removes the SU-8 electroforming

mask and also anneals the Ni plating to remove any residual stresses.

1. Place electroformed tool into vacuum furnace
2. Reduce pressure to 1 0' mbar
3. Ramp temperature to 680° C at 8° per minute
4. Dwell at 680° C for 30 mm.
5. Cool to 60° C as quickly as water cooled furnace would cool, usually 2.5 to
3 hours
6. Blow ashes off with compressed air
7. Remove residual ashed SU-8 in ultrasonic bath of acetone for 60 mm

A.4 Energy Director Machining Process

The energy director pattern was machined into the stainless steel substrate using Haas

CNC machining center. The tool was aligned optically to the center of the embossing

tool by referencing the symmetrical electroformed features. There were two cutting

passes performed.



1. A .003" depth of cut roughing pass completed with a high speed steel

engraving tool with 600 angle cutting edges that come to a .0 10" wide tip.

2. A .001" depth of cut finishing pass with a L2 Inc. carbide engraving tool

with two cutting edges angled at 60° that comes to a point .005" wide.

A.5 Tool Finishing Process

To finish the embossing tool it was

immersed in acid to etch the Ni edges and

agitated with a pipette to also remove

residual SU-8 fill. The acid mixture was

taken from the University of Pennsylvania

website (ee.upenn.edumicrofab) is by

volume:

5 parts HNO3

5 parts CH3COOH

2 parts H2SO4

28 parts DI water

The acid etches the Ni at 0.25 jim per

minute at room temperature.

A.4. 25X Enlarged View of

Electroformed Channels. Channels

extending from central inlet plenum.

Energy director slots are dark oblong

regions.



A.6. Electrodeposition Process Experiments

More details of the electroplating development process as documented by two

undergrads, Dustin Hull and Andrew Spence, that completed plating experiments to

determine process capability for uniformity and surface roughness.

A method for producing raised micro features of nickel on a stainless steel base by

electroforming is described. Electroforming is a combination of electroplating and a

lithography process. Lithography is used to create a polymeric mask on the base metal

then material is electrodeposited on the unmasked metal.

Critical parameters for an embossing tool fabricated by electroforming are surface

roughness, friction coefficient in combination with the substrate material used,

uniformity of feature thickness, and hardness [1]. Eventually, features with

thicknesses between 50 and 75 .tm will need to be fabricated with less than +1- 10%

thickness deviation within a tool. The fabricated features also need a surface

roughness of less than 0.1 im (Ra).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCED URE

Since the test articles would be exposed to various chemical processes, a corrosion
resistant substrate was essential. Stainless steel was selected not only because its
ability to resist corrosion, but because of its ease of machining which was essential for

the embossing process. A uniform coating of negative photo-resist, SU-8 2050, was

dispersed onto the stainless steel samples. One of two masks seen in Figure 1 were

placed on the steel samples and exposed to UV light. The areas exposed (white areas),

cross linked and remained after development. The height of the photo-resist varied



between 60 and 75tm. The large variation of height was not of any concern, so
long as the height was above 50tm.
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Figure A.5. Photomasks Used to Create Patterns on Stainless Steel. (A) with

dummy channels and (B) without.

Figure A.5 illustrates two separate masks, one with dummy channels (A) and one
without (B). The dummy channels in (A) increased the exposed stainless steel area,
causing a decrease in current density when electroplated. Twenty-two samples were

prepared in all, eleven with each pattern.

Before electroforming began, each sample was gently sprayed with acetone, methanol,

de-ionized (AMD) in that order. This removed any grease and other substances that

were deposited onto the sample between photolithography and electroforming.



Table A.2 list the equipment required for electroplating along with the quantity of
each. Three solutions were prepared for the electroplating process; sodium hydroxide,

hydrochloric acid, and nickel sulfamate. The sodium hydroxide and hydrochloric acid

were too powerful at high concentrations and were diluted with water to a
concentration of 30% and 10% respectively. Sodium hydroxide was used as a
cleanser to remove any oxides or other contaminates on the samples prior to
electroforming. Hydrochloric acid was used as an activation step to initiate

electroplating of nickel. It was later found that this step could be supplemented with a

Woods-Nickel strike, but was not used in this experiment.

Table A.2 Electrodeposition

Equipment

Equipment Qty.

Large Beaker 1

Medium Beaker 2

Nickel Plate 3" x 3" 2

Plating Fixture 1

Pulse Reverse Power

Supply I

Ultra Sonic Cleaner 1

Thermometer 1

PDMS Backing 1

Next, the nickel solution was prepared. A volume of 1.4 liters of nickel sulfamate
solution was poured in a large beaker, and then heated while stirring for 45 minutes to

temperatures between 45 49 °C. Once at temperature, boric acid was added at a rate

of 38 grams for every liter of nickel sulfamate. The solution was allowed to mix for

about fifteen minutes before its pH was tested with MERCK indicator-paper.
Acceptable pH range was 3.8 4.5 with an optimum close to 4.5. To raise the pH by
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0.1, 0.06 gIL of sulfamic acid was added to the solution. To lower the pH by 0.1,

0.04 gIL nickel carbonate was added. A single solution should be enough to
electroplate several samples if properly used and periodically filtered. The metal

anode was cleaned first by using a Branson 1510 ultra sonic cleaner with a solution of

water and 20% Citranox for 5-10 minutes, followed with an AMD cycle. A nickel

anode was used to prevent contamination of the nickel solution during the reverse
cycles. Its dimensions were approximately 3.0 in. x 3.0 in. x 1/8 in.

An experiment was designed with various current densities and times, all of which

would produce a plating 25.tm thick. The goal was not to produce a sample with
exactly 25gm of plating, but to produce a uniform thickness across the sample
regardless of its plating thickness; therefore the actual height wasn't really of any
concern. For this experiment, a Dynatronix DuP 10-. 1-. 3 pulse reverse power supply

was used. A reverse pulse power supply was used to deposit nickel while ensuring

uniformity. In theory, during the reverse cycle, nickel is removed from any peaks,

reducing their height and creating a uniform platform across the sample. The nickel

plate was connected as the anode (+) and the sample was the cathode (-). The nickel

sample was cleaned as mentioned above and placed in the PDMS sheath. Before the

anode and cathode were placed in the plating bath they through a preparation cycle as

seen in Table A.3.

Table A.3 Preparation and Activation Cycle

Current
Process (mA) Time (mm) Direction

NaOH

Batch 15 5 Reverse

HC1 Bath 8 3 Forward

The sodium hydroxide bath was run in reverse: the sample became the anode and

nickel plate became the cathode. This removed oxides and other foreign particles



from the sample's surface (when turned on, bubbles form on the surfaces of the
anode and cathode). Immediately following the sodium hydroxide bath, the sample

was thoroughly rinsed with de-ionized water and placed in the hydrochloric acid bath.

The power supply was set to parameters shown in Table 2 in a forward direction. The

hydrochloric batch was used as an activator for the nickel plating. Once completed,

the sample was removed and rinsed with de-ionized water.

After several runs, it became apparent that the preparation baths were causing the SU-

8 photoresist to peel off the stainless steel. The parameters seen in Table 3 were used

to prevent this from happening.

Table A.4. Modified Preparation and Activation Cycle

Current
Process (mA) Time (mm) Direction

NaOH Bath 10 8 Reverse

HCI Bath 5 3 Forward

To mix and agitate the solution, an air pump was placed into the solution and weighted

down with another nickel plate. The solution attributes (pH, and temperature) were

given a final check and plating began. After each run, the nickel anode was placed in

the ultra sonic cleaner for two 5 minute cycles, then went through and AMD process.

Following electroplating, the samples were ashed in a Thermal Technology Inc. hot

press to remove the SU-8 photoresist. The samples were exposed to a 680 °C
temperature in a 2.OxlO4mbar atmosphere for 20 minutes. Once removed, they were

placed in the ultra sonic cleaner with a 20% Citranox/water solution for 1 hour.

Using a Dektak3 surface profiler, the channel height and uniformity were measured.

A 12.5 .tm diamond-tipped stylus was used to perform surface topography
measurements. A total of twelve measurements were taken on each sample. Figure 2



shows the number and order of measurements taken. The data was recorded in a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet and analyzed.

Surface Roughness

5,2

I

I 6,1 I

j2

Figure A.6. Electrodepostion Measurements. The bold face numbers represent the
order in which the measurements were taken, while the regular-face number
indicates the number of measurements taken at that location.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Standard deviation was used as a measure of thickness uniformity. An overall average

standard deviation of 1.48 tm was obtained across all samples plated. This is
important because the thinnest feature fabricated was approximately 11 tm thick.

This means that parameter set forth in the introduction of +1- 10% was obtained. Also

of importance is the relationship, or lack-there-of between standard deviation values

and thickness. Counter-intuitively, the standard deviation did not increase as the

average thickness increased. Table 4, shows the thicknesses obtained, and the
corresponding standard deviation values. Figure 3 is a plot of these values with a
computer-generated trend-line added. The plot shows little, if any relationship



between the two. It is important to note that a relationship may exist between
standard deviation and thickness, but there were an insufficient number of data points

to represent that relationship.

Table A.5 Thickness Measurements

Feature Thickness I Std Dev.

10.4 1.43

36.36 1.39

16.75 0.78

10.78 1.28

20.65 1.33

13.3 1.03

16.11 2.19

18.83 0.72

31.375 2.44

12.78 2.09

19.95 1.07

25.04 I 0.96

Average
J

1 .39
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Figure A.7. Feature Thickness versus Thickness Standard Deviation.

Average roughness, Ra was used as a measure for surface roughness. An average Ra

value of 0.045 tm was obtained across all samples that were plated, with a standard

deviation of 0.03 tim. This was below the parameter set forth in the introduction by

two standard deviations. Roughness values seemed to remain very constant
throughout the different parameters.

Since the focus of this paper is to determine electroplating parameters which produce

desired results (thickness uniformity and surface roughness), it is important to
investigate relationships, if any exist, between important plating parameters and
critical feature characteristics. Critical plating parameters are:

1. Forward Duty Cycle

2. Reverse Duty Cycle

3. Average Current Density

Current density is defined as current (A) divided by surface area exposed to plating

bath (cm2). All plating runs were designed by manufacture's specifications to produce

features 25 tm in thickness, using different duty cycles, current densities, and plating

times.



Slight relationships were found to exist between duty cycles and standard deviation in

feature thickness. That is in general as forward duty cycle was increased, and the

corresponding reverse duty cycle was decreased, a reduction in standard deviation

occurred. Figure A.8 depicts these slight relationships with computer-generated trend

lines added.
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Figure A.8. Thickness Standard Deviation as Function of Power Duty-cycle.
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Standard deviation in feature thickness was also minimally affected by the current

density used while plating. It was observed that features tended to be less uniform as

the current density was increased. Figure A.9 shows the feature standard deviation as

a function of current density, with a computer-generated trend line added.
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Figure A.9. Standard Deviation as a Function of Current Density.

Three different plating baths were during the experiment, all made according to the

same protocol and ingredients. Of the twelve samples that were plated, seven of them

were plated in the second bath. This is important because a significant reduction in

plating rate was noticed over the seven samples in the second bath. Figure A. 10

shows how the plating rate is reduced as the number of samples plated increases.
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A. 10 Plating Rate versus Number of Samples per Bath.

The most likely cause of this reduction in plating rate is contaminants to the bath.

These contaminants could have come from numerous sources including the raw

solution, various pH controlling additives, or the air agitation system. However the

most likely source of this contamination which increased with every plating run is

from oxides and sludge generated by the nickel anode. A potential solution to the

problem is simple. The nickel anode can be wrapped in filter paper to prevent the

sludge and oxides from entering the bath.

Another problem observed in some samples was micro-pitting in the features. The

pitting was not restricted to samples from bath two, but was concentrated mostly there.

The level of pitting ranged from no pitting to extreme pitting. The level of pitting was

classified in the following manner:

Extreme pitting: 20 50 pits per mm2

Mild pitting: 1 20 pits per mm2

No pitting: 0 pits per mm2

Typically, as the level of pitting decreased, the size of the pits decreased as well.

Figure 7 shows the three levels of pitting observed.
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure A. II. Levels of Pitting. Magnified 50X. (A) Severe pitting, (B) Mild

pitting, and (C) No pitting.



This micro-pitting of the nickel features could be caused by a number of problems;

however the most likely cause is contamination. Another possible cause found by

some in commercial plating is that low levels of boric acid in the plating bath can

cause pitting.

CONCLUSIONS

An experiment was conducted to determine critical electroplating parameters for

controlling uniformity and surface roughness in nickel micro-features fabricated by

electroforming. It was found that surface roughness remained relatively constant

across parameters. It was also observed that duty cycle affects uniformity in that as

forward duty cycle is increased and corresponding reverse duty cycle is decreased,

uniformity improves. Current density also has slight effects on uniformity where as

current density increases, uniformity decreases. A current density of 5 A/cm2 was

found to produce the most uniform features.

Some micro-pitting of features, and diminished plating rates were observed. Both of

these issues are due most likely to contamination within the plating bath andlor

decreased boric acid levels.

Controlling uniformity and surface roughness within a stated tolerance were the focus

of this experiment. Although the stated tolerances of +1- 10% uniformity and <0.1 .tm

surface roughness were achieved, manipulating those characteristics with plating

parameters in terms of direct relationships was not accomplished. Only slight

relationships were established.

Future work should focus on achieving consistent plating rates, and overall effects of

contamination within a plating bath.
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Appendix B. Hot Embossing Process

Embossing was done in a Thermal Technologies Inc 15 ton vacuum hot press. The

press is made up of two opposing graphite rods 2" in diameter. Two 2" x 3.5" x 1"

thick aluminum platens were fabricated to fit the ends of the graphite rods. This

enabled embossing over a larger surface area with minimal platen deflection. A hole

was drilled into the platen and a thermocouple was inserted into the platen to measure

the temperature near the embossing tool surface.

Embossing process

1. Cut .030" thick polycarbonate film to 1.5" x 2.5", which overlaps the device

features on the embossing tool approximately 1/8" on all sides.

2. Clean the embossing tooling with acetone, methanol, and DI water rinses

followed by compressed air drying

3. Sandwich the PC workpiece between the embossing tool with electroformed

device features and a flat mirror finished piece of stainless steel 1/8" thick.

This gives the embossed plastic a smooth surface finish and preserves optical

clarity.

4. Place the embossing tooling sandwich between the platens in the press

5. Close the chamber and apply vacuum to 1.5 x I 0 mbar. This prevents

trapped air from causing raised embossed energy director features to not be

fully formed.

6. Program furnace temperature PID controller:

a. Ramp temperature from room temp to 1500 C at 100 per minute.

b. Ramp temp from 150 to 1750 C at 2° per minute.

i. Usually the furnace temperature is 230 to 240 ° C and

overshoots to 180 to 190 0 C as the heat is driven into the

platens



c. Dwell at 175° C for 1 minute, but usually it is at or above this

temperature for at least 10 minutes due to temperature overshoot

d. Ramp down temperature to <60 0 C as quickly as the water cooled

furnace will cool. Typically it cools back below 100 0 C in 20 minutes.

7. After temperature peaks apply 3500 lbs force to result in 933 PSI pressure

across the workpiece and hold pressure until temperature falls below 1700 C.

Pressure will then drift downward as the furnace cools

8. Once the chamber has cooled below 60 0 C , release the pressure and vent the

vacuum.

9. Remove the embossing tooling and peel the PC workpiece off the tool.

This vacuum hot press system was not designed for embossing so it does not have

high process repeatability at the relatively low temperatures that embossing is

conducted at. The embossing cycle times on this system of an hour and 20 minutes

are long compared to other systems.

The embossing have been found to have high fidelity to the mold. Fine surface

qualities such as the grain pattern of the Ni plating are replicated into the workpiece.

The features are usually within 3 urn of the mold size.

A total of 43 embossing cycles were completed with one tool with little sign of tool

wear.



Figure B.2. Aluminum Embossing

Platens. Shown between hot press

platens with thermocouples
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Appendix C. Control Layer Fabrication Notes

The control layers were formed by spin casting PDMS over a stainless steel wafer

followed by laser cutting of Bonding Protrusion Clearance Holes.

Process:

1. Photolithographically pattern surface of stainless steel wafer with 160 urn high

SU-8 valve control line pattern

a. Prepare stainless steel surface following the process given in Apendix

A.!

b. Spin SU-8 on at 500 RPM for 12 sec and 900 RPM for 54 sec to get

160 urn thick layer

c. Prebake 5 mm at 65 C and 30 mm at 95 C

d. Expose 15 mm at 300 W on power supply

e. Bake2rninat65Candl3minat95C
f. Develop with agitation for 15 mm.

2. Prepare PDMS The Dow Corning Sylgard 184 PDMS was mixed at a 10 parts

prepolymer to 1 part crosslinker by mass followed by vacuum chamber

degassing at 27 in. Hg for 12 mm.

3. Spin onto patterned stainless at 810 RPM for 36 sec for 170 urn thick

membrane or 550 RPM for 36 sec for 190 urn thick

4. Cure in oven at 100 C for 1 hr

5. Peel from stainless

6. Wet with isopropyl alcohol and place on glass slide then place in vacuum

chamber to dry and remove trapped air

7. Laser cut the BPCH on ESI-4410 NdYAG 266 nm UV laser

a. speed of 2.0 urn per second, frequency of 4.0 kl-Iz, bite size of 0.5 urn,

and average power of 80 rnW. The cutting path was repeated 10 to 20

times depending on thickness of the PDMS



This method suffers from long process times due to the many repetitions.

Punching the PDMS with a large ID syringe was attempted with success. If the

bonding sites are made as round protrusions this may be a quicker method.

Figure C.2. Membrane Mounted on Glass

Slide. BPCH pattern shown after laser

cutting
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Appendix D. Ultrasonic Welding Experiments

D. 1 Experimental Protocol

Measure energy director height with profiler in 8 extreme locations on embossed
channel layer
Measure membrane height in same 4 extreme locations using calibrated video
microscope
Calibrate welder for correct force using ring gauge
Check/adjust flatness of fixture with carbon paper and pins
Insert PC inlet layer into fixture top down
Align PDMS control layer to inlet holes in inlet layer
Place the channel layer top down with bonding protrusions inserted into bonding
protrusion clearance holes in control layer
Weld
Fix in PDMS sleeve in vise and trim edges with Exacto blade to reveal x-sections
of measured locations
Calibrate microscope at lOOx
Measure PDMS control layer compression in all 4 locations

D.2. Experimental Design

Percentage compression of the control layer

membrane was the dependent variable and

was selected since it is the indicator of the

correct amount of sealing pressure.

Welding pressure was a fixed independent

variable run at 3 levels and is one of the

critical contributors to the amount of energy

applied during welding. The welding

pressure was set using a regulator with 2

PSI precision and was calibrated using a

force ring gauge (Morehouse Model 5).

Weld time was a fixed independent

variable run at 3 levels and is the second
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contributor to the total energy applied during welding. The weld time was set on

the power supply with 5 ms precision.

Average energy director height was a random independent variable that was

selected because the volume of the plastic that needed to be melted before the

membrane is fully compressed is directly related to the welding energy requirements.

The average height was determined based on measurements at 8 locations on every

channel layer with a calibrated surface profilometer (Veeco Metrology, Dektak3)

Average PDMS control layer thickness was a random independent variable

that was selected because it is related to the amount of energy director melting

required to collapse the bonding sites enough to compress the membrane. The

thickness of the control layer was measured using a microscope (Leica, DMLM) and

calibrated video measurement system (Boeckler mc, VIA- 100).

The experimental design explores the effects at three levels for each fixed

variable and can be visualized as a square with points on all corners as well as the

center (Figure D.2). The central point was replicated 3 times. All the experimental

runs were performed in random order.

92 PSI, 92 PSI, 92 PSI,

500 ms.. 700ms 900 ms

61 PSI.

500 ms
61 'SI,

700 ms
61 PSI,

900 ms

32 PSI, 32 PSI, 32 PSI,

500 ms 700 ms 900 ms

Figure D.2. Ultrasonic Welding Experimental Design Space. Full factorial

experimental design with effect levels given for fixed variables.
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178 PSI, 178 PSI,

270ms 300ms

160 PSI,

285 ms

149PS1, 149PS1,

270ms 300ms

Figure D.3. Revised Design B Welding Model Space. Pressure and time parameters
are shown at each level.

Figure D.4. Branson AES9OI Ultrasonic
Welder



D.3 Measurements
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11-1 178 300 229.7 224.5 235,8 239.4 236.5 235.6 225.2 225.6 32.3 32.3 32.3 32.3
10-1 207 270 221. 11,8 246.8 246.2 232,7 232.5 214.4 230.8 33 34 33 34
9-2 149 270 23 35.8 245.4 240.1 235,3 237.9 227.4 233.7 32.5 32.3 32.3 32.0
11-2 32.93 155 280 235. 34.8 240.9 241.1 238.5 237,9 228.2 230 31.8 32.8 33.8 33.3
13-I 31.93 155 280 227. 28.2 235.8 242,2 237.1 237 225.5 224,7 33.3 32.3 31.8 30.3
14-1 31 93 155 260 231.6 231.4 249.9 244.6 245,9 246 231 230.9 33.3 32.3 31.8 30 3
13-2 33.8 155 280 232.4 233.1 241 238.6 236.9 235.9 224.9 224.8 32.6 34.8 33.8 33.5
16-1 33.8 155 280 233.9 232.7 239.4 239 238.7 236.4 227.5 228.8 32.8 34,5 33.8 33.8
15-2 32.93 155 280 235.7 235.2 241.9 249.4 237.8 237.1 227,7 229.9 31.8 32.5 33.8 33.3
14-2 32.55 155 280 237,4 236.2 240.3 240.6 237,4 237.5 225 230 32.5 32.3 32.3 32.8
12-2 32.55 155 280 234.7 233 242.2 240.7 236.7 236.4 227.6 229.5 32.8 32.3 32.3 32 9
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Control aver Snare Thir.knasc pfltA6 flnfI)4-

Device
4

Seque
rtce

Pressu
re
(PSI)

Weld
Time
(ms(

Locatio
la

(urn)
Loc. 1
center

Locatio
1 lb
(urn)

Locatio
n 2a
(urn)

Loc. 2
center

Locatio
n 2b
(urn)

Locatio
ii 3a
(urn)

Loc. 3
center

Locatio
n 3b
(urn)

Location
4a (urn)

Loc. 4
center

Locatio
o 4b
(urn)

100 urn
channel

75 urn
Chanel

Charine
I

20Jumiy
channeij(tirn) um (u 1) (in

El-i 1 102 900 158.9 163 153.9 116,5 158.9 86.8 147.3 130.7 132.2 132.2 122.1 135.7 15.4 86 1860 16 10 7 1

E2-3 2 61 600 127.1 131.2 128.2 152.4 141.8 130.7 146.8 183.7 169 151.9 154.9 150.9 12.1 0 86 1705 1615 1707 1

2-4 3 102 300 196.4 193.5 173.4 202.1 171 145.6 163.6 158 180.5 209.5 212.1 218.3 8 0 1603 1686 1670 1702
-4 4 61 750 148.2 146.7 142 155.9 157.1 161.2 146.2 151.2 143.8 169.2 160.1 160.1 8.3 5 4 1667 1662 1658 1672

2-1 5 21 750 227.8 302 302 163 175.6 193.7 312.9 295.7 291 208.3 203.6 207.7 0 0 0 0 1842 1681 1826 1715
2-2 6 102 750 167.5 157.1 160.9 151.5 t66.9 147 153 159.5 161.2 146.7 140.8 174,6 '33 1 2 2 a 7CY' 6" 1679 1679

-3 1 92 700
3-2 1 92 700 231 272 254 183.7 176 185.8 177.2 182.2 166.3 165.1 187.6 181.4 9
3-4 2 32 500 222.5 227.2 232.2 186.1 188.2 206.5 198.2 195.3 195 187.9 191 1858

83-3 3 61 500 240.8 226 239 195.9 n/a -Ca 191.4 185.2 191.1 184 182.2 189.3 183.4 10 0 N/A 6 1651 1622 1591 1617
3-1 4 61 700 N/A N/A N/A 191.7 194,4 184 196.7 189 185.8 150.3 147 177 13
4-1 5 92 900 229 226 227.2 175,4 194.4 179.9 198.2 195.6 187.3 205 197 201.82632700bmkenaoa6dunon
4-2 7 61 900 179.6 185.5 183.1 155.3 140.5 160.1 174. 168.9 170.1 171.3 166.3 162 7 8
5-1 8 92 500 173.4 211.8 204.4 182.5 197.9 188.2 203, 208.3 212. 214.2 213.6 205.9 6
5-2 9 32 900 245.9 255.3 245 198.8 198.5 198.5 206. 204.7 213. 208.3 208.6 1997
8-3 1 61 1050 94.4 99.4 114.8 191 199.1 199.7 178.7 175.1 171. 186.1 180 204 5
7-1 2 22 1150 160.1 156,8 166.9 168.3 188.3 174 21 209 211 220.7 228 2293
5-3 3 32 1110

6-2 2 1000 22.2 21,2 29.8 19. 19.2 24.
8-4 14 300 31.8 30.8 29.8 31. 32.8 29.
8-2 17 270 26.2 25,7 25.7 24. 26,7 31.
6-3 160 285 33 29.8 32.3 24,7 23.7 33.
9-1 149 270 10.1 22.7 23.2 29.8 29.8

2-1- - 160- 285 25.7 15- 25.2 - - - 24.7 21.7 29.3
1-1 178 300 26.2 21.7
-

0-i 207 270 27 25 26 28.8 27.2 28.3 7

E9-2 149 270 31.4 31.7 32.8 28,1 30.2 30.7 1

8 1-2 32.93 155 280 26.7 34.8 32.8
3-1 31.93 15 280 28.25 30.3 23.7 29.8 32.3 29.3 '11

4-1 31.93 1 5 280 24 27.5 32.8 27.2 26.2 26.7
3-2 33.8 15 280 22.2 29.3 22.7

816-1 33.8 15 280 33.1 29.7 33.4 25.7 30.3 25.7
Ei5-2 32.93 15 280 30,3 30.3 31.8
814-2 32.55 155 280 24.7 30.8 31.3
812-2 32.55 155 280 26.2 31.8 28.8
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D.4. Defect Measurement Process

Using an Excel spreadsheet a grid is overlayed on the device layout and the

percentantage of defect free area was calculated. Any spreadsheet cell that a 1 is

placed in is considered a defective region. There are 78 possible elements over the

channel array regions.

Figure D.5. Defect Measurement Grid
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Appendix E. Membrane Compression Modeling

The thin plate deflection equation and the minimum operation pressure relation to the

compression of the elastomer membrane can be combined to find the required distance

between bonding protrusions given the minimum pressure requirement and the target

compression, or given the bonding protrusion distance one can determine the target

compression.

'min = Em[tm 7SJ

Where:

deflection

Pmin = minimum operating pressure requirement to meet application specification (20
PSI for dendrimer extractor)
Em = Elastic modulus of membrane (1.5 MPa for PDMS)
Im = membrane thickness without compression
C = compression distance

= deflection at center of span between bonding protrusions



The deflection equation

4

qb

Et
\Vhere:
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= deflection at center of span
a = geometric/structural factor (0.0285 for long edges fixed short edges free)
q = pressure across entire membrane
b bonding site spacing

= thickness
E = Elastic Modulus

To find bonding protrusion distance to maintain pressure at a given compression:

Et3[t C PmintJl
Em

tmC I

I

To find target compression to maintain pressure with given bonding site distance:

00285Emb4 Pmintm
tmEt Em

C
00285Emb4

1

E t tm



Appendix F. Valve Performance Characterization

F. 1 Valve Characterization Protocol

1. Trim end of device with exacto knife to ensure open channels (all devices
trimmed to same length)

2. Insert device into test module fixture with dab of silicone vacuum grease
around inlets to prevent leakage

3. Connect to flow ioop
4. Increase water inlet pressure to 12 PSI
5. Set pneumatic pressure to 2 PSI and actuate valves
6. Wait for air bubbles to stop flowing out of outlet tube
7. Tare scale with collection beaker
8. Place outlet tube in collection beaker and start stopwatch
9. Collect output for at least 10 mm then remove outlet tube from collection

beaker and end timing
10. Weigh and calculate flow rate based on elapsed time
11. Repeat steps 5 thru 10 at 5, 8, 11 and 14 PSI.

Figure F. 1. Flow Loop
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Figure F.2. Test Module Fixture with Device Loaded

Figure F.3. Test Module on Microscope Stand. Outlet tube inserted in collection
beaker.

F.2 Valve Deflection Modeling

The valve deflection was estimated by using the thin plate deflection equation:

Where:

Et3

= deflection at center
a = geometric/structural factor (empirically determined or from tables)
q = pressure across entire membrane
b = short side length or bonding site spacing
I = thickness
E = Elastic Modulus
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For a 10 urn thick valve membrane that is 400 urn long over a 100 urn wide by 50

urn deep channel the shut off pressure would be:

Et35 l.5*106NIm2 *(1O*Io_6mY *50*106m (1.45*10-4PSIJ
13.11 PSIq=-j;-

0.028*(100*106m)4
= 90402 Pa*I

Pa

The flow rate through the channel layers can be modeled by solving White's

viscous flow pressure drop relation for velocity:

LY0, =PV2[Cf
app

961
+K1 +K0J

ReD Dh

Where:

AP,0, = Pressure drop
p = Density (998 kg/rn2 for water)
V = Velocity
Cfapp = Coefficient of friction,

square channel = 15.55
= Hydraulic Diarneter (4x Area /channel perimeter)

le = entry length
lfd = fully developed length
ReDh = Reynolds number, hydraulic diameter

K,/KO = minor inlet losses (neglected for this design due to large inletloutlet
plenum)

Utilizing the Reynolds number relationship:

VDh
ReD

V

Where:

ReDh = Reynolds number based on hydraulic diameter
v = Kinematic Viscosity (1.12 x I 06 m2/s for water)
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There is also the entry length relationship:

= 0.06

Substituting these relationships for le and Re in the viscous flow equation and solving

for V results in a cubic polynomial:

(0.24CDh ')V (5.76)v2 (96vlCh
"J7

(2AP
= 0

V ) D) p)

Where:

'ch = total length of channel (.00983 m)

For the fuliy open channel 100 urn wide and 50 urn deep with pressure drop of 12 PSI

(82737 N/rn2) the velocity can be solved for as:

4*5*10-fl I
10.24*15.55*

I3*1O-
iv3 5.76)v2

+[

*0.00983 (2*82737\

L

l.12*106

J 3*
J

998

(221 .92)V3 (5.76)v2 + (238.28)v (165.8) = 0

V = 0.549m/s = Flow Rate for 15 channels = 2.47m1/rnin.

For 100 urn wide by 50 urn deep channels that are partially shut off buy valves, the Dh
was varied by reducing the depth of the channel the amount of the valve actuation

deflection and estimated as a flat surface channel roof. The tables below show the

expected flow rate through 15 channel arrays for each level of valve actuation

pressure.
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Table F. 1. Flow Rate Calculation Based on Valve Deflection at
Actuation Pressures

PSI
2 5 8 11 14

E14-2 and E12-2
Deflection (urn) 2.67 6.66 10.66 14.66 18.66
V3Coefficient 214.10 201.49 188.14 174.01 159.02
V2 Coefficient -5.76 -5.76 -5.76 -5.76 -5.76
V Coefficient 256.00 289.07 331.52 387.55 464.07
V (rnls) 0.53 0.49 0.45 0.40 0.34
Q (rnl/min) 2.38 2.22 2.03 1.81 1.55

PSI
2 5 8 11 14

E16-1 Deflection (urn) 2.38 5.95 9.52 13.09 16.67
V3 Coefficient 214.98 203.79 192.02 179.65 166.61
V2 Coefficient -5.76 -5.76 -5.76 -5.76 -5.76
V Coefficient 253.92 282.58 318.26 363.61 422.75
V (rn!s) 0.53 0.50 0.46 0.42 0.37
Q(rnl/min) 2.39 2.26 2.09 1.90 1.68
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Appendix G. Production Costs

Production costs for 3 architectures were compared based on estimated capital

equipment costs material costs and production times. The three architectures were a

silcon wafer with entrapped PDMS membrane as described by Baechi and Dual

(2002), a PDMS monolithic architecture bonded by 02 plasma as described by

Hosokawa and Maeda (2000), and finally the polycarbonate architecture with

entrapped PDMS membrane described in this thesis. Two variations of the

polycarbonate and PDMS architecture are reviewed. The first uses the laser cutting

process that was used in fabricating the devices in this thesis. The second estimates

the improved cost of punching the BPCH instead of laser cutting them.

Assumptions:

6 inch diameter wafer style substrates are used
25 devices per substrate can fit
Devices have single channellvalve layer
Each device volume is 0.83 cm3

Table G.1. Cost of Production Comparison Summary

Capital Equip Production
Materials Cost Cost ($ Time Production Rate

Architecture ($/unit) 1000's) (minlunit) (devices per hr)
Si and PDMS 2.07 1760 22 8.3

PDMS 02 Bonded 0.04 520 5 50

Ultrasonic Welds (Laser
Cut BPCH) 0.01 720 29 4.8
Polycarbonate & PDMS,
Ultrasonic Welds (CNC
Punched BPCH) 0.01 345 5 60
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G.2. Estimate Details

Architecture Process Steps Capital Cost Time (mm) Notes! Time per unit
Baechi and Dual Si and PDMS Spin $ 5,000

bottleneck due to low
Photolitho light S 50,000 180 wafer flow
Dry Etch $ 500,000 72
CMP tool $ 500,000 10
Cr CVD dep? $ 500,000 10
silicone spin coat $ 5,000 10
PDMS cure oven $ 1,000 75

multiple wafers per
Wet Etch $ 200,000 200 batch

Total $ 1,761,000 557 22.28

Hosokawa and Maeda PDMS 02 multiple layers can go
Bonded Spin/cure $ 20,000 105 in oven

02 Plasma $ 500,000 30 bottleneck
Total $ 520,000 135 5.4

Polycarbonate & PDMS multiple layers can go
Ultrasonic Welds Spin/cure 5 20,000 75 in oven

bottleneck assume 2
Laser $ 500,000 625 tools
Emboss $ 150,000 15

UW Weld $ 50,000 13
$ 720,000 728 29.12

Polycarbonate & PDMS multiple layers can go
Ultrasonic Welds Spin/cure $ 20,000 75 in oven

CNC Punching S 125,000 25 bottleneck
Emboss $ 150,000 15
UW Weld $ 50,000 13

S 345,000 128 5.12




